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DIVERSION OF JUVENILE DELINQUENTS IN STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA:
A CLOSE LOOK AT DEFINITIONS,
ATTEMPTS, AND FUTURE TRENDS
Introduction
Within the Stoc kton community there are agencies a) whose
primary purpose is treatment of juvenile offenders, or b) whose auxiliary function is the treatment of juvenile offenders .

One of the

working assumptions of these agencies is that if the juvenile, as a
first offender or minor offender, can be diverted from the juvenile
courts or even from the probation office, then the juvenile can receive
more effective care and treatment.

Many juvenile offenses such as

truancy, or incorrigibility, or psychological problems can obviously be
handled better out of court and out of jail.
The purpose of this project is to investigate diversionary
attempts within the Stockton community and in San Joaquin County as they
apply to Stockton.

This project will seek to not only identify diver-

sionary attempts and define diversion in some of its forms, but also
to produce a statement regarding the potential for city and re1ated
county agencies to achieve coordination of juvenile diversionary
services.
Diversion, it needs to be said, has various meanings as used by
fede~al,

state and community agencies.

In its most limited sense, diver-

sion would mean that a juvenile, delinquent or potentially so, is seen
after an offensive act is committed (or there is a state of need) and
1
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is reprimanded and released (usually by a law enforcement officer) or
placed on informal, non-court probation.

Obviously such diversionary

treatment is not recorded, or if recorded is almost irretrievable if not
filed separately.

For this reason, in this study the definition of

diversion will include any attempt to keep juvenile delinquents out of
the court system in order to avoid the criminal stigma associated with
a court hearing.

There is, without a doubt, some residual adverse

effects of other diversionary methods but nothing equal to the intensity
of the effects of the adjudication process itself.
The first part of this paper will include pertinent materials
referring to federal and state regulations and policies toward the diversion of the juvenile delinquent.

There will be a section on local

implementation of the various diversionary methods in some selected
public and private agencies.

An overriding consideration will be the

presence or lack of coordination among Stockton agencies assessed in
personal interviews with local agencies involved in diversionary work.
The next part of this paper will be the results of the 26 interview schedules administered to one or both parents of juveniles received
at Probation Intake.

Althou gh not representing a probability sample,

the schedules do give the flavor of the attitudes of some parents toward
their juvenile, a·nd community agencies who supposedly serve youth.
The final section of this paper will be a summarizing of the
above parts with an eye to some of the relationships and conflicts
inherent in the present attempts at diverting the juvenile delinquent.
Included will be some projections for future efforts toward coordination
of Stockton's youth serving agencies as well as a discussion of the
author's personal involvement with the County Commission on Juvenile

3

Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
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REVIEW OF EXISTING LITERATURE
Federal Regulations
In 1967, under the Johnson Administration, there was published a
Task Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime. 1 The writers
of this report stressed the planned diversion of alleged delinquents
away from the court to the resources of the community such as schools
and clinics.

Unofficial handling of delinquent cases in the juvenile

court is an example of a diversionary method having recognized status
within the juvenile justice system.

The pre-judicial handling, the

authors indicate, is the exec uti on of discretionary authority based on
a) type of offense, b) attitudes of complainants and public, and, c)
assessment of child and his home.

This discretion in diversion serves

the juvenile in that if the law were strictly enforced it would be too
severe for the youthful offender or would serve ends other than crime
prevention, e.g., retaliation.

This discretion serves the court because

the screening process involved decreased the great volume of juvenile
cases.

With the warning of the danger of misguided benevolence, the

report suggests community treatment by coordinated agencies tailoring
their services to the particular delinquent.
Shortly after this report, came the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and Control Act of 1968 by the 90th Congress.

At this time,

delinquency among youth was stated as a national problem.

The 90th

Congress suggested that public and private agencies work in coordination
to combat the problem.

The Act itself is to encourage and help state

1President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justice, Task Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency & Youth Crime,
Wash., D.C., U.S. Gov't. Printing Office, 1967.
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and local communities to strengthen and increase
agencies.

thei~

youth serving

The Congress recognizes a trend tmA.Jard community based reha-

bilitation and prevention programs with specially trained personnel.
In 1972, this Act was amended in a report to accompany S.3443 (Report
#92-867).

The amendment stated that juvenile delinquency had reached

a crisis situation and that it was expedient for the government to
assist state and local communities in providing diagnosis, treatment,
rehabilitation, and prevention services.

Again, this amendment supports

efforts to develop improved techniques and information regarding
services in this area.
But even before this amendment to the 1968 Control Act there
were efforts made to strengthen state and local efforts.

One of the

most notable efforts in California is the Probation Subsidy Plan of
1966. 2 This plan is an effort to reduce the number of young offenders
sent to correctional institutions.

The policy is to share state correc-

tional monies with counties willing to provide improved supervision
services.

The authors of this plan in California believe that probation

is more effective than most forms of correctional institutions.
same time probation is also the least costly.

At the

The policy has also

proven that it is possible to increase the grants (based on a per person
basis -will be discussed later in paper) without substantially increasing the number of probationers, i.e., persons on probation.
To be more specific, the plan requires the Department of Youth
Authority to establish the minimum standards for Special
11

supervision~~

2Robert L. Smith, A Quiet Revolution, Probation Subsidy, Wash.,
D.C., U.S. Gov t. Printing Office, 1971, pp. l-32.
1
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programs.

These programs as a part of the probation office itself

enable a select staff to devote a greater amount of time to more severe
or repeated offenders.

The screening of each offender is based on dif-

fering client needs and treatment.
Also in 1971, a brief statement 3 came out of Washington, D.C.
concerning the realm of diversionary attempts.

The author states that

it is within the definition of diversion to stipulate that only more
serious offenses which threaten life and property in the community should
be reserved for juvenile court.

All other offenses, including drug cases,

should be diverted - handled out of juvenile court.

The natural conse-

quence of such a situation, Mr. Rubin states, is an increased responsibility for community youth serving agencies.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare publishes a
periodical called the Delinquency Prevention Reporter.

In one of their

summer 1972 issues4, the Commissioner of the Youth Development and
Delinquency Prevention Admi ni stration (YDDPA), Robert J. Gemignani writes
about "Youth Services Systems .

11

These systems are discussed as a

national strategy for the pre vention of juvenile delinquency by diverting
youth from the juvenile justice system.

This calls for the establish-

ment of systematic integration of existing community agencies.

With

this design, the needs of youth can be met realizing the individual
nature of treatment.

Also, the act of diversion reduces negative label-

ing, youth-adult alienation, and provides for meaningful alternative

3Ted Rubin, Law as an Agent of Delinquency Prevention, Wash . ,
D.C., U.S. Gov't. Printing Office, 1971.
4Robert J. Gemignani, Youth Services Systems", Delinquency
Prevention Repo r ter, July-August, 1972.
11
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roles for youth.
With YDDPA as a national clearing house, local programs would
be encouraged to a) be flexible, b) share funding, c) be multigovernmental, d) evaluate themselves, e) use adva nced technology, and
transfer knowledge, and most notably , f) incorporating youth in decision
making-problem solving processes.
The 92nd Congress, in 1972 enacted Public Law 92-381. 5 This
law not only enabled states, courts, correctional systems, community
agencies, elementary and sec ondary public schools to prevent, treat,
and control juvenile delinquency,

by

community based programs but it

also made available grants or contracts.

These grants or contracts can

be made to public or non-profit private agencies to meet all or part of
the cost of establishing youth serving prog r ams.

Allocations will take

into consideration such community factors as delinquency rates, existing agencies, objectives of projects, and degree of coordination
present between existi ng agen cies.

5Public Law 92-381, 92nd Congress, H. R. 15635, Aug . 14, 1972.

/
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State Regulations
It is difficult to consider federal, state, and local regulations
as mutually exclusive situations and up to this point there have been
several references to state regulations.

One organization not mentioned,

however, is the California Council on Criminal Justice (CCCJ), a state
agency in cooperation with the federal government and funded by the haw
fnforcement

~ssistance ~rograms.

The CCCJ through a contract with Cali-

fornia Youth Authority will continue to conduct planning in juvenile
delinquency prevention and juvenile corrections.

The council will also

provide technical assistance in the development of local prevention programs and assist in the support of county delinquency prevention
commissions.

CCCJ will monitor all delinquency prevention projects that

it funds as well as initiate conferences and workshops to provide recognition of and support for prevention activities.

The council also

performs ongoing analysis of data from its funded delinquency prevention
projects.
In their 1971 final report6, the California Board of Corrections
builds a strong case for the va lue of community treatment and the
resultant sharing of resources.

Not long afterward the California Youth

Authority published a report? on Youth Service Bureaus .

In this report

the authors admit that diversion is poorly defined and has been applied
to almost any discretionary action available to a public or private
agency dealing with children and youth.

(Only recently, the report

stresses, has the Law Enfor cement Assistance Administration [LEAA]

6calif. Board of Corrections, Final Report : Coordinated
California Corrections, July, 1971.
7c.Y.A., The Challenge of Youth Service Bureaus, 1972, p. 25.
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attempted to define the word.

They define diversion

~as

an objective

and observable program offered in l ie u of justice system processing
between the period of arrest and adjudication.

11
)

Further into this sub-

ject, the C.Y.A. in a 1972 report 8 discusses the Youth Service Bureaus
as programs designed to divert juvenile delinquents to community treatment programs or prevent delinquen cy itself by means of coordinating
community youth serving ag encies.

The Y.S.B. strategy was pioneered

in 1968 to divert juveniles from the justice system and ultimately
reduce delinquency.

The C.Y.A. sees the pilot Y.S.B. as having impli-

cations for public policy and the eventual establishment of permanent
Y.S.B. 's.

The bureau can be used as a referral resource by law

enforcement and probation departments.

In fact, in communities where

agency administrators actively participated in planning and establishing
a pi lot bureau these same agencies also evidenced the greatest commitment to diversion and coordination by means of sharing resources.
(Toliver Center in Oakland, California is an example of the coordinating
of federal, state and local agencies for the use of a Y.S.B.-like center.
The Comprehensive Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Project,
as Toliver Center is also called, is under C.Y.A. control.

The funding

is under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.

See

Appendix A for copy of project proposal.)
Diversion, as 1oosely defined, also encompasses the area of
early intervention. The YDDPA 9 places a lot of emphasis on early
8c.Y.A . , Annual Re por t ; The Sta t us of Current Research in the
C.Y.A., July, 1972, pp. 44, 45.
9u.s. Dept. of H. E.W., Youth Development and Delinquency
Prevention Administration, Delinquency Prevention Strategies, Wash.,
D.C., U.S. Gov't. Printing Office, 1970 , pp. 4, 5.
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intervention in the schools.

Their assumption is that delinquency is

not social class linked, but more related to poor adjustment in schools.
This theory if diagrammed, would look like this:
Poor Institution a1 ~ Strain__,. Peer Identification
Ties (i.e., school)
Stigma

~Delinquency

~

The schools are the ideal place for diagnosis and treatment
because youth a) spend a lot of time there , and b) problems usually are
first identified there.

The schools necessarily should work together

with the home and family situations.
In this same pamphlet, the authors call for reform of juvenile
delinquency regulation s which make a crime the behavior of juveniles
which if committed by an adult would not be criminal.

The following two

pages give illus trations of three common juvenile delinquent classifications10 as well as a diag ram of the route of a juvenile alleged to be
delinquent (see pp. 11, 12).

lOc . Y.A., Laws Relating to Youthful Offenders, Sacramento,
1970, pp. 20, 21.
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JUVENILE COURT LAW

Article 5 - Chapter 2
Welfare and Institutions Code
JURISDICTION
DEPENDENT

600. Persons within jurisdiction of court. Any person under the age
of 18 years who comes within any of the following descriptions is within
the jurisdiction of the juvenile court which may adjudge such person to be
a dependent child of the court.
(a} Who is in need of proper and effective parental care or control
and has no parent or guardian, or has no parent or guardian willing to
exercise or capable of exercising such care or control, or has no parent
or guardian actually exercising such care or control.
(b) Who is destitute, or who is not provided with the necessities of
life, or who is not provided with a home or suitable place of abode.
(c) Who is physically dangerous to the public because of a mental or
physical deficiency, disorder or abnormality.
(d) ·Whose home is an unfit place for him by reason of neglect,
cruelty, depravity, or physical abuse of either of his parents, or of his
guardian or other person in Whose custody or care he is.
PRE-DELINQUEN)'

601. Any persbil under the age of 18 years who persistently or
habitually refuses to obey the reasonable and proper orders or directions
of his parents, gUardian, custodian or school authorities, or who is beyond
the control of such per son, or any person who is a habitual truant from
school within the meaning of any law of this state, or who from any cause
is in danger of leading an idle , dissolute, lewd, or immoral life, is within
the jurisdiction of the juvenile court which may adjudge such person to be
a ward of the court.
DELINQUENT

602. Any person Under the age of 18 years who violates any law of
this state or of the United States or any or dinance of any city or county of
this state defining crime or who, after haVing been found by the juvenile
court to be a person described by Section 601, fails to obey any lawful
order of the juvenile court, is within the jurisdiction of the juvenile court,
which may adjudge such person to be a ward of the court.
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JUVENILE COURT PROCESS
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Stockton Programs as Reported in the Stockton Record
This project's review of the Stockton Record's articles regarding juvenile delinquency or programs affecting juveniles in some way,
begins with an article on Ma rch 21, 1973 (see Appendix B).

On that day,

Police Chief E. Jess Delaney re ported (see page a) that the 1972 major
crime figures for Stockton showed a decrease in the rate of increase.
He attributed the decrease to the efforts of the Metropolitan Narcotics
Unit (see page h) and Operation Identifi cation (the marking of valuablestealable-possessions), two strategies also affecting, of course, amo unt
of juvenile offenses.

Chief Del aney anticipates even lower major crime

rates for the 1973 year because of the Crimes Specific Burglary Program
and the STEP (Selective Traffic Enforcement Program), again programs
that can affect amount of crimes commitable by juveniles.
The Probation Department was in t he news on April 4th (see page
c).

Mary Bava, Volunteer Services Coordinator for Probation reported

that her office now supplies ten persons who volunteer their time to
supplement the efforts of the probation of ficers.

A volunteer would

typically help in inve st i gations, report preparations, intake processing
and home visits.

The program, started less than a year ago, has already

utilized the services of 100 volunteers with a low turnover rate of 10%.
Their donated time, over 4,00 0 hours represents about $15,000 in service
to the department.
Two days later on the 6th of Ap r il (see page d) some changes
were reported in one of Stockton's drug abuse prevention and counseling
programs, Stockton House.

The board pre s ident and program director were

replaced in an effort to comply with a Board of Supervisors directive
that the operation of Stoc kton Ho use be changed.

It seems that the

14
former operation had caused friction with other street programs and CODAC
(County Office of Drug Abuse Coordination), while at the same time, poorly
handling financial matters.
The next article appearing on April 14th is a commentary (see
page f) on Stanislaus County Judge Gerald V. Underwood•s order to prohibit the release of any juvenile•s name no matter how serious the crime.
(San Joaquin County Judge Cechini has released the names of juveniles in
some serious crime cases.)

The editorial, originally from the Modesto

Bee, takes advantage of the recent order to criticize the juvenile justice
system itself which needs, in their words,

11

thorough going refonn. 11 A

serious or repeated offender receives the same treatment as a first time
offender or disturbed child without protecting the community.

The com-

munity, the article implies, should have some protection from serious
juvenile offenders turned back into the community.
In the April 23rd Stockton Record (see page g) there is a notice
of a youth program called FAM ILY (Fathers and Mothers in Leadership to
Youth).

The proposal described a delinquency prevention project

initiated
Center.

by

Alfred Midgett formerly of Southeast Stockton Community

The article also mentions interim funding for Stockton House,

relevant alcohol treatment for Mexican-Americans, and an educational
program sponsored by the Council for the Spanish Speaking.
The FAMILY Proposal comes up again in the May 22nd Record (see
page i).

At this time Alfred Midgett•s program was withdrawn from its

review before the San Joaquin County Juvenile Justice-Delinquency Prevention Commission.

FAMILY as well as a project from the local NAACP

(National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) and Southeast Stockton Neighborhood Improvement Association had wanted to set up

15

crime prevention projects in Southeast Stockton to
rate among young blacks.

cu~b

the high crime

The federal funds were endorsed by the commis-

sion on behalf of the Southeast Stockton Neighborhood Improvement
Association.

Alfred Midgett s program is now incorporated and is raising
1

funds independently for its monies.
In this same issue of the Record there was one article on the
dividing of the Juvenile Justice-Delinquency Prevention Commission into
its two components committees.

This is a policy maintained in several

county commissions throughout the state.

Final recommendations and

decisions are to be made by the entire 12 member commissions.
Senate Bill 391, not referred to by name, was the subject of the
article on May 23rd (see page j).

The bill if passed would merge CYA

(California Youth Authority) into a single new State Department of Correctional Services that would oversee youth and adult institutions.
Each county would receive a grant of $12,000 for each case sent to CYA
on the average for 1970-71, and 1971-72.

In outline form S.B. 391 looks

like this:
SENATE BILL 391
A.

Features
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Reorganization of State corrections
Statewide delinquency prevention program
Standards for corrections
Subsidies
a. Probation
b. Financi a1 Incentive
c. Construction and remodeling

Concerns
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The performance factor
Insufficient funds to cover county costs
Mandatory participation
Permissive costs - index adjustments
Construction/remodeling subsidy termination
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C.

Amendments Provide For:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
D.

E.

A new county correctional Grant Program- voluntary
A new juvenile offender control
~olu~t~ry participation by counties
No termination on construction
True career on construction
r~andatory pr i ce and population adjustments
a. San Joaqui n County statistics:
1) 300 ,000- population
2) 727,000- earnings
A new county corrections commission

County Correctional Grant Program
l.

Purpose:

2.

Grant:

3.

Plan:

Offender control, Reha bilitation and Delinquency
Prevention
1972-73 Probation Sub s idy earnings or $1.00 per
person in General Population -- whichever higher
County Corrections Comnission develops for Board
of Supervisors and in accord with state standards

Controversial Part: The County Corrections Commission
(composed of)
1. Chief Probation Officer
2. Chiefs of Police (2)
3. Co. Superintendent of Schools
4. Co. Administrator Officer
5. District Attorney
6. Presiding Judge of Superior Cou r t
7. Public Agency Repres entative
a. Options: Public Defender
Public Assistance
8. Sheriff
The chairman is selected by members of the Commission.

F.

Juvenile Offender Control Program
1. Purpose
a. Provide new pr6gram resources for the Juvenile Court
b. Reduce juvenile crime
2. Grant
a. Average of 1970-71 and 1971-72 Court commitments x
$12,000 per case - actual state career cost
b. No County 1 s base number shall be less t han three (3)
c. Mandatory ann ual cos t index and popula ti on adjustments
3. Plan
~Based on coun t y needs and state standards
b. Three-year contract subject t o cancellation with one
year notice
c. No juvenile commitments during contract period
d. Counties may contract with State for institutional
care at actual cost

17
e.
G.

No termination on construction subsidy
l) Matched funds state and state

State Correctional reorganization will:
l.

2.
3.

Consolidate:
a. Department of Corrections, Youth Authority and
Parole Board
Coordinate:
Use of Facilities, .Personnel, Programs and Resources
Improve:
Statewide planning and evaluation
The next article of interest to appear in the Record (see page k)

was one concerning a one year extension to drug abuse and Methadone
facilities in San Joaquin County.

The $276, 879 allocated will be avail-

able to Lodi House, Rising Sun, and Manteca House.

The Methadone Center

at Stockton State Hospital as well as the drug treatment center at
Project Identity will be considered next for funding.

To further under-

score this recognized need for effective drug treatment facilities,
another article in the same month of June (see page l) discusses the law
regarding diversion of first time drug users.

Sections 100 through 100.3

of the California Penal Code are designed as an experiment and will expire
in 1975 if not extended by the legislature.

diversion for first time or limited offenses.

As written, the law provides

The candidates for

diver~

sion, as selected, are required to waive the right to a fair and speedy
trial.

They must consent to alternative treatment whether it be as a

probationer or as a client of one of the drug related Stockton street
programs,

Assistant Public Defender Ann Chargin sees the incentive for

the divertee as a desire to avoid a criminal reco rd.

The law ahd coor-

di nation of the necessary services \'Ji 11 be organized by a 26 member
technical advisory- committee composed of law enforcement persons, judges,
schoolteachers, probation officers, and street program directors .
r
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On June 21 of this year (see pages o and v)

th~

Record reports

that the program of the Southeast Stockton Improvement Association, mentioned earlier, a grant application authorization from the Board of
Supervisors along with the New Directions Program.

New Directions, a

Probation Department program, will provide well-needed counseling facilities for juvenile delinquents reaching Probation Intake.

Hopefully such

action by the Probation Department will serve as a diversionary measure
to limit the number of juvenile cases being re-referred or reaching
juvenile court.
To give an example of juvenile delinquency prevention, the Record
on July 27, did an extensive article on the Commodores.

The Commodore

Drum and Bugle Corps is just one of the 18 Stockton Police Youth activities.

Chief of Police Delaney believes these activities provide the

challenge and opportunity to be recognized that today s youth need.
1

Another alternative for youth, not as prevention but more so
treatment is the development of a boys ranc h (see pages rands).

The

ranch proposal, if accepted, would allow in-county placement for delinquent youth.

The value of a rural setting is debatable; however, Judge

Cechini says, with regard to community treatment that it is better than
the

11

irreparable harm 11 done by out-of-County placement.

The judge

indicates that many times the delinquent 1 s problem is alienation from
home and community which is only exaggerated by

out-of~county

treatment.

The Senate Bill referred to in a May Record article (see pages
j

and t), it now seems, has been rejected by the Senate.

The bill 1 s main

author, Sen. Biddle has won the right to have it reconsidered at a later
time.

Some of the criticism voiced is that many more j uveniles would be

put on probation (rather than sent to CYA) to take advantage of the
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$12,000 per case grant (as opposed to the present Probation subsidy, mentioned earlier).

Another comment is that the concern of community

protection is raising its head as it does when it is suggested that more
juvenile delinquents be released to the community for treatment.
Another familiar statement is represented in an August 27th Record
article (see page u).

The writer makes a reference to the Stanford

Research Institute Report which was submitted . . . to the Board of
Supervisors of San Joaquin County in 1969.

It provides extensive infor-

mation on the present conditions of juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention programs and facilities as well as providing "off the cuff"
recommendations for county-wide improvements.
Included in this report are evaluations of Juvenile Hall
(Peterson Hall), Law Enforcement, Probation Department, Juvenile Court,
and California Youth Authority.

Detailed recommendations are made to

the Board of Supervisors ranging from setting up a Delinquency Prevention
Commission and expression of need for coordination of efforts to actual
building programs for correctional facilities.
The authors indicate that S.J. County juvenile justice is an
"unsystem".

The scope of the problem and the duties of the interrelated

agencies are not well defined.

Work from within the agencies as well as

pressure from the informed public will bring about the needed concentration and coordination of services.
One of the results of the dividing of the Juvenile JusticeDelinquency Prevention Commission into its two elements (mentioned earlier
on p. 15) is the workshop discussed in a September 21 article (see page w).
The Delinquency Prevention Subcommittee headed by Terry Hull planned a
seminar workshop to attract persons in and out of the county who provide

20

services coming into contact with juveniles.

Commission members, them-

selves, headed workshops in such areas as Mental Health, Education,
Recreation, Law Enforcement and others.

Because of the favorable response

to this seminar, there is consideration of them on a regular basis.
One of the Commission members shortly two weeks after the Seminar
(see page x) made a challenge to the Commission.

Ola Murchison challenged

each member to indicate his or her intense interest in delinquency prevention by taking a juvenile delinquent into their home to live.
be further discussion of this matter at the Commission

1

S

There is to

November

meeting.
To end on a controversial note, an October 7th Record article on
probation incentives is included.

Deputy Attorney General Michael

Franchetti ma kes the point again of the risk involved in returning
repeated or serious juvenile offenders to their communities for treatment.

He says that the financial incentive has a biasing influence on

the judge as well as preventing the appropriate methods of treatment.

21

REVIEW OF LOCAL DIVERSIONARY AGENCIES
To study written material on a program, plan, etc., gives a
perspective sometimes different or incomplete from what the operation
is like on a day-to-oay basis.

The purpose of these informal interviews

is to get a view of several programs in Stockton and what their directors
see themselves doing.

As the sole interviewer, I came into each situa-

tion with a set of questions I would like answered.

Each interview, done

at the site of the operation, began with my giving a brief explanation on
what my purpose was in gathering this information.

The next statement

usually consisted of a question regarding what the particular agency did
by
1

way of diversion of juvenile delinquents.

To some, the word

diversion 1 was a well defined concept; to others, it was less concep-

tualized and may not have even been considered as the name for their
efforts .

Always the question was asked about the person 1 s opinion of

whether or not, or to what degree, Stockton s diversionary agencies or
1

attempts are coordin ated wi t h each other.
pattern of

questio~ing,

Some interviews followed this

others proceeded as a discussion in which the

questions were answered in the context of the talk.
The first interview on March 16, 1973 was with Mary Bava, volunteer Coordinator for the County Probation Office.
thinking, diversion is delinquency prevention itself.

To her way of
Of course, when

this is not possible, diversion takes on the meaning of treating a
delinquent ou t side the Probation Department or outside of court (see
diagram, p. 22) . There is an attempt to divert first or minor offenders
(persons over eighteen years are diverted by means of a deferred sentence).

As a rule, the Probation Department cannot directly refer

•.
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juveniles to diversionary programs.

Nor can the juvenile court judge

make a referral directly to a community agency obligatory or part of the
sentence.

He can only strongly suggest such a referral.

Money is avail-

able (the Probation Subsidy Program) for diverting repeated offenders to
community agencies.

Under the same subsidy, monies for construction or

renovation of youth facilities is available if the county can submit a
long-term plan.

Mary Bava sees the county as uncoordinated with respect

to youth serving policies and agencies.
Next interviewed was Edward George (March 27), the then Director
of Southeast Stockton Community Center.

To him, diversion entails the

determination of deviant behavior pattern in early years (early intervention), handling juvenile referrals from the police, and working
closely with families.

Necessarily, such an approach requires that a

staff member be ready and willing to be teacher, counselor, parent, etc.,
to many of the youth in Southeast Stockton.
In this area of Stockton, the Center is starting a Brave Men
Program, a program where nine cadets serve on the Police Force, and a
B1ock Security Program of nei ghbors vmrk i ng together to oversee each
others property.

George sees some coordination of efforts in Stockton.

On March 28, there was a meeting of the Criminal Diversion
Advisory Committee (see page l, appendix B).

At this time, representa-

tives from all the county drug preventiori street ptograms met with CODAC
(County Office of Drug Abuse Coordination).

The purpose was to discuss

the law regarding diversion of first time or minor drug offenders.
Eligible juveniles waive their right to a fair and speedy trial, are
then referred by the District Attorney's Office to Probation, and from
there, to CODAC.

CODAC then determines the best suited community
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treatment for the juvenile; this type of diversion shows on record as a
dismissal.

The CODAC staff and the representatives of the street pro-

grams each were placed on one of four task forces:

educational, person-

nel, drug offender, and data collection and public response.

It is

interesting that with all these street programs represented, it was
mentioned that community treatment might be contradictory s i nee the
crimes were committed in the same community.
In the Stockton community, Pearl West has been very concerned
and active in juvenile delinquency work, and in fact is a former Juvenile
Justice-Delinquency Prevention Commission member.

I spoke with her on

April 3 at her local office for U.C. Davis Extension Services.

To her,

diversion, if simply defined, is the situation of reprimand and release,
taken to home and released, or taken to the Probation Office.

In the

past, only 1% of cases were on informal supervision of courts from the
Probation Office.

Also in the past, the judge 1 s chamber was the scene

of juvenile case hearings; now the court is.

Alternatives also avail-

able to juveniles would be participation in a work project (under
supervision of Juvenile Hall), regular probation or residence in Juvenile

Hall.

Actual probation referrals to community agencies is minimal and

entirely in f ormal.

The schools, she says, make more referrals than the

Police Department.

Pearl

l~est

sees Stockton as not really coordinating

their youth services and in need of authorized funding from the Board of
Supervisors for community treatment.
Shortly after this meeting, I met with the Coordinator for the
Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Commission of San Joaquin County.
The Commission or rather the Juvenile Justice Subcommittee is state mandated for counties whereas the Delinquency Prevention Subcommittee is
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only strongly suggested.

There are no demands on the

board; however, San Joaquin County's
education people .

I

commission members.

C~mmission

~omposition

of the

is heavily weighted with

As probati on officers are judge appointed, so are
Robert Wright, having assumed his position in Jan-

uary of 1973 and being with the coun ty for a year before that, observed
that there is not enough coordination in the Stockton community regarding youth efforts.

He did say that Judge Cechini was in favor of

diverting youth from the court system if delinquency prevention is not
effective with early intervention, although early intervention is
preferred.
On the same day, I interviewed William Guttieri, Director of
Catholic Social Services (CSS), who said that Judge Cechini got the term
'early intervention' from his agency.

CSS began its program of inter-

vention in 1971 (see appendix C) to Kindergarten and first graders in
nine of San Joaquin County schools.

The director says that his program

is welcomed by non-Catholics and Catholics alike.

William Guttieri and

his three soci al worker assistants receive referrals from school
teachers.

Then follows a con sultation with the teacher to determine

degree and type of need of the student .

The parents then worked with

the caseworker to elaborate the needs of their child.

Parent Education

Workshops were set up to aid parents in bettering their "parenting
skills."

The teachers themselves were asked to apply their skills in

developing children's growth groups which are designed to improve a
child's self-image and trust in adults.
It has been Guttieri 's experience that the probation officers
make few referrals whereas Judge Cechini does make court referrals to
CSS, both of which point out that successful referrals are sometimes as
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difficult as treatment.

Guttieri sees a lack of cooreination between

public and private youth serving agencies with the problem centering
around leadership in this area.
The next day, April 6, I visited the Community Parole Center
and one of its directors, Frank Bumps.

As an extension of California

Youth Authority, the Community Parole Center sees itself as also a referra l agency; its function, however, is hardly diversionary.

My concern

in this interview was to ask him his viewpoint on coordination of
agencies in Stockton.

Frank Bumps said that Stockton is not coordinated,

efforts toward inter-agency work has failed, and a Youth Service Bureau
is not the answer.
On the same day, I talked briefly with Don Reynolds at the
Department of Public Assistance.

A social worker concentrating in early

intervention, Reynolds is stationed at Nightingale School in Stockton.
His concept of diversion was encompassed in the purpose of early intervention, and he was not really concerned with coordination of youth
serving agencies.
My t alk with Ron Petitt, former San Jose Policeman and presently
a teacher at Delta, added a new di mension to my investigation.

It seems

that there are some ill feelings between the Police and Probation Departments in Stockton.

The policeman who apprehends a juvenile feels cheated

when the probation officer casually releases the juvenile after intake.
Diversion according to Petitt is most useful at the level of 601 and
602's (see previous code included, p. 11).

There are 150 corrmunity

resources directly or peripherally related to the problem in Stockton
and San Joaquin County; and according to
little coordination.

II~

·--,--

-

~·1r.

Petitt, they evidence very

He does say, however, that with many of the

--

-- .......
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inter-department disagreements at a minimum now, the time could be right
for coordination of formerly opposed diversionary groups.
In talking with William Jones, Chief Probation Officer on April
17, I found that San Joaquin County receives $650,000 in probation subsidy.

This represents $4,000 for eve ry person diverted below 25% of

normal referra ls to CYA .

The bulk of the money is spent on staff, pri-

vate in stitutions , and new programs.
built in is a prerequisite.

An overall plan with evaluation

Quite naturally, Jones sees diversion as a

wide range of alternatives from early intervention to informal probation.
As long as t he juvenile is not adjudicated, he has been diverted.

When

asked about the coo rdination in Stockton and the . county, he regretfully
said that there was none to speak of.

He was excited, however, about a

community based program of police and probation (see appendix D).

This

program, of course, requires the cooperation of two normally antagonistic
departments.

t did visit, on Sep tember 18, the Police/Probation Service

Program in Tracy.

The implementer, Lt . Cloyce Brookshure, seemed enthu-

siastic about the acceptance of the station and the amount of 1 Walk-ins 1
asking for assistance.

Persons, reluctant to visit either the police

or probation, feel free to stop in the service program and receive
assistance before their particul ar problem gets out of hand.

This pro-

bation-police program was approved on June 12, 1973 effective for the
following September (1973).
and Manteca.

The program is operative in Lodi, Tracy,

Essentially the same thing will be established in Stockton,

but under the title of New Directions by the Probation Department (see
reference to this in preceding section) .

This proposal is still in the

process of being accepted.
On June 13, I met with Brooks Larson and William Goodwin,
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Directors of the Protective Services Unit of the Depar-tment of Public
Assistance.

Their main emphasis is on the care of 600's, or juveniles

without any, or a fit home.

Most of their referrals come from law

enforcement in the form of runaways.

They then determine whether it is

more a case of an unfit home or an unfit kid.

The child is then either

placed in a foster home or work with Mental Health Services is suggested.
To them, diversion means early intervention ; and surprisingly enough,
they see themselves as coordinated with other agencies in Stockton.
In my meeting with George Moton, Director of the

i'~anpower

Pro-

gram in Stockton on July 19, 1973, there was another dimension of
Stock ton agencies added.

f'loton made the comment that there is no

coordination of Stockton public and private agencies because they all
want to perfect their own programs to the exclusion of other programs.
He believes that this is the reason that the idea of a Youth Service
Bureau died before it got much publicity.

l''loton suggested that Stockton

have a computerized system, possibly in North and South Stockton.
system would be able to select appropriate treatment

fo~

This

juveniles

referred to the office.
James Mahoney with whom I met on August l, 1973 has a different
perspective on coordination in San Joaquin County.

As a Deputy County

Administrator, he sees coordination of programs at the governmental
level; but there is still real progress to be made.
tion between horizontal and vertical coordination.

H~

makes a distinc-

Vertical

coordina~

tion, in which San Joaquin County has made great strides, is the working
together of law enforcement probation and juvenile justice agencies.
Horizontal coordination, in v1hich the county has made just good attempts,
is the working together of private agencies.

The Inter-agency Council
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of Stockton has failed repeatedly.

Personally, Mahoney would like to

see diversion as more early diagnosis and intervention.

He indicates,

nonetheless, that juveniles have evidenced the potential for success;
and to a large extent, their problems (like alcoholism) are similar to
adult problems.
One man that James Mahoney sees as most responsible for coordination of city programs is Richard Haggard, whom I met on August 16,
1973.

At the moment, Haggard, Director of the YMCA, is working on

coordinating twelve youth serving private agencies in Stockton.

The

directors of the programs meet regularly to discuss their mutual and
individual problems while at the same time bu ilding trust in the complementary nature of each program.

It is this trust, Haggard believes,

that will make for a coordinated, flexible system of agencies.

Later,

he would like to see an inter-agency council with representatives of all
private and public agenci es serving youth needs; i.e., mental health,
recreation, education, juveni le justice, etc.

There would also be a

coordinating committee to review juvenile delinquency cases and determine appropriate treatment procedures.
Besides its more common duties, the Police Department has taken
it upon itself to initiate, thro ug h its juvenile division, eighteen
youth activities (see enclosed folder, next page).

Sgt. Patricia Noble,

Head of the Juvenile Division, is confident that the eighteen programs
provide the involvement with successful adults that prevents adult
alienation and consequent delinquency.
diversion.

These programs are a form of

An other form of diversion by law enforcement mentioned

earlier iS repr imand and release.

The basis for this

11

r 11 and

11

r 11 is

usually that the juvenil e is known to ei t her be a first time (first time

Stockton Police
Youth Activities-THE ALL-VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

STOCKTON , CALIFORNIA -

POLICE DEPARTMENT YOUTH ACTIVITIES PROGRAM

THE COMMODORES
Stockton Police Championship Drum and Bugle Corps.

The first unit of the Stockton Police Youth Activities Program was
organized in 1955 as the " Stockton Police Drum Corps. " It contained
12 members and was formed under the auspices of then Chief of Police
Jack A. O'Keefe and the Stockton Police Reserve.
As the Drum Corps improved and its appearances in parades and
in competition increased, interest in the organization also increased
and youth in the community wanted to participate. As a result, additional units were formed , including cadet programs for boys and girls;
a boys' and girls' track team; girls' softball team; broom hockey team;
marching units and a "Saturday With the Police" program, in which
students from various high schools spend a day learning about police
activities.
The Youth Activities Program has developed now to the point where
it includes 18 sponsored units, sponsored by a separate organization
known as "Stockton Police Youth Activities Association."

Police Chief Jess Delaney

WHY A YOUTH ACTIVITIES PROGRAM?
" The Youth Activities Association is a non-profit, self-supporting
agency, deriving NO revenue from the City of Stockton , nor from any
county, state, or federal agency. Directors of all 18 units are policemen,
policewomen, and citizens, all of whom volunteer their time and efforts.
Boys and girls who partit>ipate take care of almost all of the fund-raising
themselves, including cake and candy sales, car washes, participation
in parades, and other work projects.
"Three parents' booster clubs aid the young members in the fundraising, and occasionally local service clubs and indivi duals and groups
help in obtaining needed income for special projects.
"Boys and ·g irls participating in the youth groups range in age from
8 to 21 years. Many remain in the programs as instructors. The participants are from all educational, economic, and ethnic groups. A boy
or girl from anywhere in San Joaquin County may participate and all
youngsters. acquire a basic pride of wanting to belong and take part
in the hard work and involvement in the community. It is a positive
type of program for youth, the Police Department, and the community.
"The young people of any community or nation are its most valuable
asset. There must be something for them to do under guidance of someone who cares. Each boy and girl must be given a challenge and an
opportunity to be recognized. We feel the Stockton Police Youth Activities program offers this. We are grateful to the young people and
adults who dedicate themselves to the program, and we strongly believe that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. "
E. JESS DELANEY
Chief of Police

Western Pacific Depot, donated by anonymous couple, will become the new home of
Police Youth Activities.

STOCKTON POLICE YOUTH ACTIVITIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

STOCKTON POLICE COMMODORES DRUM & BUGLE
STOCKTON POLICE C-CADET DRUM & BUGLE CORPS
STOCKTON POLICE GIRLS DRUM CORPS
STOCKTON POLICE SENIOR CADETS-BOYS
STOCKTON POLICE SENIOR CADETS-GIRLS
STOCKTON POLICE JUNIOR CADETS-BOYS
STOCKTON POLICE JUNIOR CADETS-GIRLS
STOCKTON POLICE BOYS & GIRLS TRACK TEAM
DELTA JUNIOR FOOTBALL LEAGUE, INC.
STOCKTON POLICE GIRLS SOFTBALL PROGRAM
JOE DIMAGGIO POLICE BASEBALL TEAM
$ATURDAY WITH POLICE
BOYS GOLF TEAM
16. STOCKTON POLICE BOXING TEAM
POLICE SOCCER LEAGUE
17. BOYS BASKETBALL
GIRLS BASKETBALL
18. GIRL SCOUT TROOP NO. 1011

Members of Stockton Police Commodores Drum & Bugle Corps help sand and paint
bus purchased by the Association which monies were derived from fund raising drive.

Officer explains patrol and radio procedure to Police Junior Cadets

What Do Students Want To Know?
The following are some of the many questions asked by students attending the
Stockton " Saturday with the Police" Program:

NARCOTICS
How do they bring narcotics into the country?
Is the use of drugs something that just came about in the last century or
earlier?
Can you give us an estimate of about how many narcotics users there are in
Stockton?

FIREARMS
Do you always shoot to kill?
When a person comes out of the armed forces, what's the difference between
their ability to shoot and someone who just comes into the police force?
How much do guns weigh?

POLICE RADAR
How many cars can you track on radar?
Why do you put up signs saying that radar is in operation?
Do you get many cases in court over faulty radar?
Is there any way that one citizen can report another citizen for speeding?

JUVENILE LAW
What is the main reason for runaways or juveniles?
What's the worst delinquent th at you ever had to put in juvenile hall?
What is the rate of crimes on adopted children?

CANINE CORPS
Why do police always use German Shepherds?
Have you ever turned a dog on a woman? Would a dog bite a woman?
When the dog corners a man with a gun , will the dog attack him or leave him
alone if the man drops the gun?
Where do you get your dogs?

MISCELLANEOUS
(7o a woman officer) Can you be married and an officer?
What is a Junior Cadet?
Is it true that aluminum foil in hubcaps jams the radar?
What happens if you ride with someone who doesn't have a driver's license?

Chief of Police E. Jess Delaney receiving the George Washington Honor Medal from
Mr. Richard Foltz representing Freedoms Foundation. Looking on is Mr. Gene Castles,
President of Stockton Police Youth Activities, Inc.

The Stockton Police Department also offers programs on narcotics
information, counseling, school safety, self protection for girls and
women, hunter safety, and bike safety. Many of the officers are also
involved in their off-duty hours with Little League, Sea ~kouts, Sea
Cadets, Boy Scouts, Cub Scouts, Girl Scouts, Babe Ruth Elaseball, and
Joe DiMaggio Baseball.
Stockton Police Boxing Club-was organized during the past year
and has been a great success.

For information regarding Stockton Police Youth Activities
dial the Juvenile Bureau, 944-8474.

E. JESS DELANEY
Chief of Police
GENE CASTLES
President
E. GORDON REYNOLDS
Secretary
SGT. PAT NOBLE
Liaison Officer
BUD GRAFIUS
'Chairman - Fund Raising
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I

minor offender) or from a stable home situation.
The schools have the unique situation of having juveniles for a
long period of time each day each year.

I went to see Dr. Frances

MacFarland, Director of Pupil Services for Stockton Unified School District.

At my meeting with her on October 25, 1973, she commented that

the schools consider delinquency a problem for the Police or Probation
Department.

Some schools, sixteen at this writing, are involved in early

intervention under Catholic Social Services.
District represented by Dr.

f~acFarl

Stockton Unified School

and, parti ci pates each Monday for tvw

hours on a School Attendance Review Board.

Other agencies sending

representatives are Probation, Police Department, Sheriff's Department,
Mental Health, Public Assistance, and the District Attorney's Office.
Since its beginning in March of 1973, the board has reviewed thirtythree juveniles, eighteen of which have since changed their attendance
pattern.

The truant and parent(s) meet with the board and an appro-

priate treatment procedure is agreed upon.

As far as Dr. MacFarland is

concerned, school failure is associated With juvenile delinquency, either
by

institutional failure leading to deiinquency or the two co-existing

being caused by a third factor.
Schools in general have little coordination with the Probation
Deparw1ent or many other community agencies, says Dr. MacFarland.

I
I

I
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RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS WITH JUVENILES.
Source of Data
The main purpose of these interviews (questions 1-11) is to get
an idea of the juvenile delinquent s personal and family contact with
1

community diversionary agencies.

Another intent is to obtain opinions

(questions 12, 13) about the coordination of agencies as seen by these
clients.

The fourteehth question was for the benefit of Mary Bava, the

volunteer coordinator for the Probation Department.
Since juveniles who are reprimanded and released are not recorded
separately, if at all, it wou ld have been difficult to obtain these names.
Other juveniles seen by the Probation Department or perhaps even on informal probation are definitely recorded but again not especially classified
and therefore present irretrievable data.

With these limitations, I

resorted to the Juvenile Hall (Peterson Hall) probation intake booking
sheets.

The purpose of probation intake as stated in the LEGISLATIVE

GUIDE FOR DRAFTING STATE AND LOC AL PROGRAMS ON JUVENILE DELINQUENcyl1 is
to:

authorize or provide detention for a child

la~'Jfully

in custody;

receive initial complaints referred to the court regarding de1inquent
youth; upon complaint, conduct preliminary inquiry and determine 1vhether
inquiry warrants a petition being f iled; and if determined refer the
case to an appropriate public or private agency and thereby close the
case.

The juveniles listed on the booking sheets are specific in the

following ways:

a) they were booked because their guardian refused to

11u.s. Dept. of H.E.vJ., Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Adm!nistration, Legislative Guide for Drafting State and Local
Programs on Juvenile Delinquency, U.S. Go vernment Printing Office,
Was h. , D. C. , 19 72 , p . 12 .
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pick them up (usually an attempt to 'teach the kid a lesson'); or b) the
seriousness or repeatedness of the crime warranted their booking.

Both

distinctions mean an exasperated guardian and some of the interviews
revealed this frustration.

In order to gain access to this information

I was made a probation volunteer and received an identification card
(see below) which I then used in introducing myself to the juvenile and
his parent(s).

IDENTIFICATION CARD
VOLUNTEERS IN PROBATION
San Joaquin County
Probation Department

This is to cerrify that
ROSANNE M. PERRY
is a VOLUNTEER appointed by and wori<ing for this
department, and is authorized to receive statements and
Dick Broderson
information on behalf of
Probation Off icer,

944-2_3_1_3~--

Date _ _
7_._9_._7_3_

-'~?

?

./ ;, ~,_:~·:..... ~ ,.. :/ .--::::_: . ;_:;, ,,<.3-WILLIAM L. JONES
Chief Probation Officer

f~A'.
bate of Birth

5.9.50
Sex

JHeight

Fern • . 5 '4'~

4J ,;;:?,;.~.~.;~,:~.~
!Place of Birth

Morgantown.W.Va.
!Weight

125 _

!Hair

!Eyes

Brn. .

Brn_.

Tliis Identification Card has been duly issued to the petsoo
llillllll d t.Od de~cribed heteoii llilde t the aUspices of the Sao
joa<iuin County Pro ba tion Dot>artmeol. It Is unla1VfUI for
any otbar persoil wrosllfully !o persootte the bolde r o I lhl!
card by aoy use of it whatever, If lost, plus'e teturo rill•

eard to the Prob.ation Department, Room 501, Colllthouae,
Stoekton, California.
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Ninety-eight names were selected by me from the January-June
booking sheets.

The basis for the selection was that the juvenile:

a)

live with at least one parent (rather than a foster parent); b) live in
the Stockton area; c) have a phone; and d) have not committed a nondivertable offense (attempted murder, repeated drug offender, etc.)

Of

the total, seventy-two could not be contacted because it was not possible on repeated attempts to reach them at home, i.e., their phone had
been disconnected, they had moved out of Stockton, or they refused to
see me.

As a result, there were 26 (or 27%) completed interviews repre-

senting 2% of the total bookings for Stockton youth, and 1% of the total
county bookings for the six month period (includes 210 out of county
youth and 17 unknown).

These 26 cases represented 19 of the 955 runaway-

out of control cases, 1 of the 181 truancy cases, l of the 68 malicious
mischief cases, 1 of the 228 petty theft cases, 1 of the 232 burglary
cases, 1 of the 121 possession of marijuana cases, 1 of the 51 disturbing the peace cases, and 1 of the 28 AWOL cases.

All interviews were

collected between July 24, 1973 and August 16, 1973 using the interview
schedule on the following two pages.
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Listing and Analysis of Responses
The following are the questions and the numb er of each type of
response.
1.

Brief notes are included when necessary for clarity.

When we were just talki ng about the agencies and services that divert

or help to divert juveniles, what names came to your mind? What names
could you mention right now?
Friends ................................ . ..... . ..... .. ....... l2
Menta 1 He a1th. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Project Identity . .................................. .. ....... 9
Catholic Social Services ............................. ...... . 5
Stack ton House. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
None ........................................................ 4
Family Services ............................................. 3
Salvation Army Community Center ............................. 1
Child Protective Services (DPA) ............................. 1
Stockton State Hospital ..................................... 1
Private Psychiatrist ...................... ... ......... . ..... 1
Probation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Some persons mentioned more than one and some could not mention
any . It is i nteresting to note that the Probation Department was reported
by only one person as a diversionary agency.
2.

How did you come to know about these agencies or services?

From persona 1 friends. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Juvenile used athletic equipment there ............... . .•....
Drove by building in car ....................................
Not applicable . . ............................................
Probation ......•................. . ..........................
Po 1i ce , .•.............. , ................. . ...........•. ; . . . .
Newspaper ............................................•......
Church... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Schoo 1 ............................................ , . . . . . . . . .

8

5
4
4
3

2
2
2
2

Personal friends did seem to be helpful in suggesting commuhity
agencies. The availability of athletic equipment seems to attract
juveniles and get them interested in the particular program. Again it is
interesting that only three of the twenty -six cas.es reported that the Probation Department sug~ested other agencies.
3.

Have you .had any need of these agenc iei? Which ones ?

No need . .. . .... . ............ .... ....... . .......... . ......... 16

Mental Health ............................................... 7
Friends. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

/
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Stockton House .............................. . ........ ,, .....
Juvenile Court Family Counselor ... .. ........................
Child Protective Services ...................................
Probation ...................................................

2
1
1
1

A good many responded that they had no need of diversionary services probably because they received counsel i ng at the Probation Department by the officer in charge of their child.

4.

Did your friends mention these to you?

No .......................................... . ............... 16
Yes ......................................................... l 0
In asking specifically if the clients• friends had mentioned
agencies and services there were ten affirmative answers, only two different from the response in question number 2.
5.

Did you actually contact any of these agencies?

No .............. . ....... .. ......... . ........................ 12
Mental Health ............................................... 7
Family Services. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Stockton House .............................................. 2
Salvation Army Community Center ............................. l
Friends ..................................................... 1
Catholic Social Services .................................... 1
Child Protective Services .... ... ............. . .... . ......... 1
The majority of people contacted at least one other agency
besides the Probation Department, which was the initial contact.
6.

How long was it before you contacted any of these agencies or ser-

vices from the

~ime

you found out about it?

Not app 1i cab 1e . .. .. .......... . .................... . ....... .. 15
Right away ...•................... .. ....... . ............. . ... 8
One month •........ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 1
Three-four months ........... .. .. . ........................... 1
One year .................. . .. . . . ........... .. ... . ........... 1
It seems that once people were aware of an available agency they
contacted it as soon as possible. The 'not applicable' response applies
to perSons who may have seen a probation officer and did not have a
return visit .
7.

If you did not Gontact any agency, what did you _do?

Talked with juveni1e ......•...................•............. 11
Not applicable.~~, ........................................... 10
Restricted activities ..•.......................•......... . . . 3
Nothing .....•............................................... 3
Threatened to call police ................................... 1
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8.

Did anything that you did not expect happen when yDu contacted the

agency or serv ice?
No ........................... . .... .... ............ . ......... 12
Not app 1 i cab 1e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Too lenient ....................... . . ........................ 2
Too expensive. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
More informal than expected ...... . . . ........................ 1
Court had private personal records belonging to
juvenile 1 s mother ........................................... 1
Juven i le did not talk with counselor ......... . ...... . .. . .... 1
I was criticized for going to too many agencies ............. 1
Serious and confusing situation ................... . . ....... . 1
Wanted individual counseling, not group counseling .......... 1
Surprized by counselor s degree of understanding ............ 1
1

9.

Did you receive any help or services from the agency?

What was it

in a few words?
Some counseling (individual or group) ....................... 21
Not applicable .. .......... . .. . ....... .......... .... . ........ 5
10.

How many times did you go to th is agen cy for its services?

Three-four visits ........ . ...... . ........... .......... . .....
Ten or more visits .... , ................. . .. .. .. . . . . . ........
Not applicable .................. . . ..... . ......... ..... . ... ..
Once .......... , ............ , ..... ... .. .. .......... ...... .•..
11.

Could you give me your opiniOn of the

from thl agency?

What

wa~

~ind

8
5
5
3

of service you

rec~ived

it .like?

GoOd ......... . ............. . ................. , ... ............ • 12

Enjoyed it ..... , ..... •...... . .. .. ................... ... ....• 4
Not applicable., ............ . .............. .• ,., . ........... 3
No comment .. • ......... . ........ . .. . .......... , . . ...... • .. ... 2

lt was

O.K .. •. ... •.. .. ..................... . . ~. .............. • 2

Shaul d be more strict. ............................ . ......... i
They could reach my child ...... . .......... . ................. 1
Was not helpful ............................................. 1
12.

Did you see any link or tie between what you were doing with the

agency and why you were sent there?
Yes, it was appropria te ........ .. ... . .. . . ............ ... .. .. 19
I guess so .... . .......... ... . .. ........... . . ... .•. . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Not app 1i cab 1e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
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13.

Did you see any link or tie between your agency and any other agency

doing work like your agency?
No • • . •. •.•. •• .. . •. • ...•... •.. .•..... . .... • . .. .. ••• ... .•.•. .• 12

Yes ........................ . ...................... . ......... 6
Can not compare . .................. . ....... . ... . ...... .. ..... 6
14.

Did you have a volunteer during your experience with Probation

Department?
No ...•.....•••.•......•...•.....•........................... 25

Yes ..................... . ................... . ............. . . l
From these responses, it is apparent that t he people interviewed
did not have a clear idea of diversionary agencies or were not aware of
the many public and private agencies available to them .

Word of mouth

seems to be the predominant form of sharing information about services.
The Probation Department, to many people, is either taken for granted as
a diversionary agency or, more likely, is seen as a non-diversionary service.

Those who contacted an agency usually did it readily and the

result was counseling of one sort or another.

Those who contacted no

agency at all also counseled, or talked , with their juvenile.

In visit-

ing the particular agency there was normally nothing unexpected and the
service was usually considered appropriate and well done.

Most clients

went for repeated visits.
The response with regard to the client's perception of interagency coor dination is consistent with the general lack of knowledge
regarding the agencies themselves.

The respondents either actually had

no basis for an Opinion or could not see any coordination from their
limited perspecti ve.
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CONCLUSIONS AND PROJECTIONS
At the federal and state levels there is sufficient direction
and support for programs which limit the number of juveniles in court
by preventing delinquency or diverting youth into community treatment
programs.

The problem of delinquency has reached crisis proportions and

an all-points-emphasis has been created from the national to the local
levels.

Every institution touching the life of the juvenile has been

required to see itself as contributing to, and providing a solution for,
juvenile delinquency.

The assumption is that adult alienation increases

with failures and negative labeling.

By intervening early or at least

avoiding incremental negative experiences, diversion is seen as the best
approach to the delinquency crisis.

Diversion, to recapitulate, includes

any attempt to keep juvenile delinquents out of the court system, be it
anything from preventive early intervention to community alternatives to
institutionalization.
Present diversion attempts reflect, however; the general conflict of groups on hmo.J do you get from theory to app 1i cation.

Community

treatment can be both good for some youth and injurious to others as well
as the community's security.

If juveniles are deserving of the same

rights as adult citizens, then does some types of diversion violate these
constitutional rights?
It seems from this project that the juvenile justice system does
need revamping in at least one respect.

As there are a multiplicity of

behavior patterns that go into every day living so there are the same
complexities in juvenile delinquent behavior.
extremely important.

Individual diagnosis is

Community treatment is not for every juvenile and
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can be harmless to the community regardless of the subsidy for local
treatment.

On the other hand, some juven il es could be

damaged by an out of county experience.

1

irreparably 1

This flexibility and individ-

ualization is harder to implement and needs judicial support.
all, howeve r , it needs a coordinated community.

Most of

Youth Service Bureaus

may very well not be the answer, but something similar in nature is
required.

From the research it seems that a system of individual juve-

nile problem evaluation with appropriate and specialized treatment is
indicated .

Of all the programs discussed regarding San Joaquin County,

the ones that I see as havi ng the most promise, outside of early intervention, are the Police/Probation Service Program and Richard Haggard s
1

coordinated youth serving agencies design.

The first program reaches

the community in a non-threatening way and fulfills the need for close,
informal contacts with these two vital agencies.

The second program

design provides the communication and trust between youth agencies to
allow coordination and best use of resources.

I plan on keeping in

touch with this program, in particular, to follow its progress.

I would

like to see more public agency involvement with these private agencies.
The sharing of funds and facilities would probably increase this desi red
coordination.
requisites

fo~

Needless to say, community educatibn and commitment are
the success of any comprehensive plan.

More

1

non-experts 1

on the Juvenile Justice-Delinquency Prevention Commission would be an
indicator of the high value placed on grass roots power and effectiveness.
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AUTHOR'S RECENT APPOINTMENT
As a result of my continu i ng and visible interest in juvenile
delinquency, I began this project and made contact with persons in this
field in Stockton.

About the same time Juvenile Court Judge John B.

Cechini was in the process of selecting- a new member for the County
Juvenile Justice-Delinquency Prevention Commission.

tviy name was sub-

mitted, I was interviewed, and my appointment was approved.

At the

June 4th, 1973 meeting of the Commission I was sworn in for the typical
four year term.
complete my term .
I had expected.

I have enjoyed the wor k so far and plan to definitely
Community work of this type is more consuming than
In fact, it is hard to remain anything but a full time

commissioner to some of my contacts and resultantly there are calls at
any time of the day.
This position has enhanced the obtaining of some of the information for this project and I am grateful for it and the opportunity to
serve directly in this area of interest.
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APPENDIX A

The following proposal is included as an example of the coordinating of federal, state and local agencies.
to be similar in structure and intent.

Youth Service Bureaus tend

The Comprehensive Youth Develop-

ment and Delinquency Prevention Project, as To 1i ver Center in Oak·!and
is also called, is under California Youth Authority supervision and a
copy of the remainder of the proposal is on file with CYA.

CALIFORNIA CUUNClL UN

~ art Title of Project:

\....Kll\'111~ t\L JU-31 "--'-~·

Application is hereby made for a grant under
Section 30l(b) of the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (PL 9D~35l), as
amended, in the amount and for the purposes
set forth in this application.
---(Do Not Exceed One Typed Line)

---· -~--- -

-- . .

mprehcnsive Youth Dt>velopment and Delinquency Prevention Project--Phase 1--Tolivcr Center

vpe of Appl1cat1on:

0

Previously Letter of Intent No.

JOriginal O Revision 0
cc J Sup po rt 5• Gran tee

-- --

3. Region

Statewide Project

74.2

Continuation of Grant No.
6 . To ta 1 Project
7;-.-0:::-u_r_a-:--t..,. . io-n-o-;:;-f'-::T;:-:-h-.i-s----,8-.-::T,_o-,.t_a,.l-·Con tri buti on
Cost
Project Period
Length of
Project
%. 25 . 8
$ 243,190
_.l~y~-'e...,a.._.r_ _ __

174,510

$ 68,680

3 yeau__

10. Project Director: (Name, title, address
and telephone)

pplicant or Implementing Agency
r Governmental Unit:
Name, address and telephone}

Youth Authority Administrator II - To be selected~
(See Page 5 - Budget Narrative)
Interim Project Director
Robert L. Sndth, Assistant Chief (In Charge of
714 P Street
Planning)
Sacramento, California 95814

lifornia Youth Authority
4 P Street
!lcramento, California 95814
~16) 445-4763

(916) 445-9626
12. Offic1al Authonzed to S1gn Appl1cat10n:

1nanc1_al pff1cer: {Name, t1tle,
ddress and telephone)
obert u. Mabbutt, Chief
~ministrative

(Type name, title, address and telephone)

Services Division

14 P Street
ncramento, California
1916) 445-3411

95814
.

0

Allen F. Breed, Director
Department of the Youth Authority
714 P Street
Sacramento, California 95814
(916) 445-2561 . ..

Project Summary: Summarize. in approxlmate1y 200 words, the most 1mportant parts of the
~ tatement of project plan presented in application, briefly covering project goals and
program methods • . impact, scope and evaluation.
ver the next three to five years, the Department of the Youth Authority proposes to
evelop and test three models or prototypes for the comprehensive delivery of youth
ervices. The three different models or programs will be developed in different georaphic areas of California and will reflect the unique characteristics of the com~nities served.
The initial target area for development of a model will be that presently
erved by the Toliver Community Parole Center in Oakland. The overall project will solicit
he cooperation and support of the California Council on Criminal Justice, Department of
~alth, Education and Welfare and other appropriate federal, state and local agencies.
be common thread and foundation for service of each separate program included in the

verall project will be the Cormnunity Youth Center through which and from which
esources and services will flow. These services and resources will include, but not be
imited to, programs for counseling, education, job placement, job upgrading, recreation,
emporaty shelter, medical services, diagnostic and rehabilitative services and, where
epropriate, referral to other youth-serving agencies and programs. In relation to its

Index:

own wards residing witl1in .:1ny one o[ the three toodcl target areas, the
Department will continue to have primary responsibility·.for counseling
services, bu~ in addition, will also provide services to and through
other community agencies as either a cooperative act or as a result of
contractual nrrangemcnt for purchase o f service.
It is ·a conviction of the Department of the Youth Authority that de linquen•
cy cannot ' be reduced by the simple expansion or increase in the fragmented
and isolated services now offered to children and youth, either in danger
of coming into the juvenile justice system or becoming dependents upon
various social service agencies. The problems of drug abuse, deviation,
and criminal or delinquent behavior are only a small part of many larger
problems affecting California's children and youth. If the problems of
crime and delinquency and drug abuse are to be successfully reduced, programs
must be developed that address themselves to the issues of more effective
cooperation and coordination beb~een local, state and federal agencies
responsible Ior providing services and resources for services to young
people.
The specific objective of this program is to break the negative cycle of
dependency and delinquency by reducing rates of delinquency within three
target communities over a three to five year period of time. The objec·
tive for the first year is a 57o reduction in both crime and delinquency.
In the four successive years, the goal is 107., 15%, 207. and 25%. Measures
of success for achieving this objective will be determined by reductions in:
(1) the actual numbers of arrests of juveniles within specific target com·
munities; (2) referral rates to the juvenile court; (3) numbers of offenders
not detained in juvenile hall or committed to state programs or county camps;
(4) rates of delinquency among youths 17 years of age and under. The project is committed to twre th an diverting from the system by administ-rative
decisions; it in~ludes a commitment to decrease both the amount of known
crime and the seriousness of crimes committed within the target communities.
Objectives that will be more di f ficult to measure, but are of equal importance, include: (1) the reduct ion of the amount of youth-adult alienation
within the community; (2) the deve lopment of more socially acceptable and
meaningful participative roles for youth in the community; . (3) the elimination of the negative labeling of youth by the community, particularly youth
with problems. A corollary of these objectives would include the development of a youth adVocacy program involving both adults and youths. Within
this context, advocacy includes identifying needed child and youth services,
as well as the participation in the development, encouragement and sponsorship of such services. Additionally, advoc acy entails a support of allied
agencies delivering needed services, and the development and encouragement
of positive attitudes toward children and youth.

t

;'

l·A

Two budgets and two budget narratives are being submitted as part
of this proposal in that funding is being sought under Block E
and Discretionary E monies allocated to the Department of the
Youth Authority.
All positions are designated by their working titles as well
as their civil service classification. While many positions are
in the correctional series, their working title more adequately
reflects the services offered and the diversity of clients served.
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APPENDIX B

The following section includes the original newspaper articles
appearing in the Stockton Record between March 21, 1973 and October 7,
1973.

These articles provide one media's perspective on the nature and

type of delinquency prevention or treatment programs as well as a measure of significance to the gene ra l public within the above period of
time.

II

tt

The article on page w which discusses the Delinquency Preven t ion

Seminar held in September, 1973 i s immediately followed by a copy of the
seminar program.

-.~-~
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-

-

:;;. :. 14 W~nesday, March 21, -1973 Stockton (Cali/.) Record
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Identification, a program of marking valuables to discourage
, Of the Record S toff
burglars.
"Operation Identification is working and causing many·
"The heat's on in Stockton."
.
That is Police Chief E. Jess Delaney's reaction to newly people to think twice before buying stolen goods. It's cutting
. released 1972 major-crime figures for Stockton showing a s.lowup down on the burglar's sales outlets," he added.
in the rate of increases for offenses.
Even better results are expected in 1973 considering the
While · statistics for 1972 still show a rise in most criminal
: · cateaories, the percentages are less thr-.n recorded for 1971, he 'addition of the Crimes-Specific Burglary program and the
Selective Traffic Enforcement Program (STEP), Delaney said.
said.
The STEP operation primarily is concerned with traffic
Major criminal offenses showed a 24 per cent total increase
from ·1970 to 1971, but the rate slowed to 13.5 per cent froin 1971 offenses, but it 'means officers stopping cars can also check
to 1972.
· ··
vehicle trunks for possible loot. "That too means the heat is on,"
Delaney said.
·
"Many of these projects are still in their infant stages and
"Apparently _our anti-crime programs are beginning to
take effect," Chief Dejaney said. He referred to a Metropolitan the effect should be even greater as 1973 continues," he added.
Narcotics Unit (combined police and sheriff's staff) cracking·
down on local addicts and f!Ushers regarded as a major source
The polk.e chief considers the burglary figures as the most
of burglaries to finance their habits. He also credited Operation satisfying. He cites the 1971 rate as a whoppipg 42 per cent

STANLEY P. KLEVAN

•

•

•

increase over the previous year, but the. new 1972 figures show
burglary increases slowed to Jess than 10 per cent.
The rate of forcible rapes had jumped from 17 cases in 197().
to 34 cases in 1971 or a 100 per cent jump. Last year, however,
the department recorded 28 cases or decrease of 17.6 per cent.
Murder cases had jumped from 1970 to 1971 by 43 per cent,
but last year's figures show a per cent 5 rise.
·

.

.

.

Some crime categories, however, showed increases last
·year greater than in 1971. Fore-most was the category for
. aggravated assaults which showed a 27.7 per cent rise last year
compared with a 22 per cent increase the previous year. Thefts
rose by 19 per cent last year compared with a 10 per cent jump.
in 1971. Auto thefts rose by 12.5 per cent last year compared
with 9 pe~· cent in 1971.

•

Only in the bracket for robbery did the rate remain.
virtually unchanged. Police show a 17.9 per cent rise in 1972
compared w1th 20 per .c ent the previous y_e ar.

a

I
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 1973

$273,588 · CAC GRANT

FOR CLOSING PROGRAMS
A $273,588 federal grant to . It will continue as sponsor of
phase out all activities of the the countywide Head Start and
Community Action Council of F a m i I y Planning programs
San . Joaquin County was ap- · and as subcontractor for Operproved today by the Off·ice of ation Mainstream and NeighE c on o m i c Opportunity in b or h o o d Youth Corps programs, he said.
Washington, D.C.
During a six-month period
To maintain these programs,
ending Aug. 31, all nine com- Beyer noted, a small amount
munity centers, the youth pro- of funding will be need from
gram, and Clll manpower, edu- >the city and county, and recation and housing programs quests for this money will be
operated by CAC here must be submitted to supervisors and
phased-out and closed.
c~un~ilmen in three weeks.
The CAC Central Administration also would be "hit," CAC
executive director Greg Beyer
reported to directors.
However, directors are making plans to keep the agency
open and functioning, Beyer
said.

b
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Vol-unteers~C-itid

fOrPJ.obatlOn Work
.The volunteer worker, once compared w1 th a national .exa top1 c of debate and contro- perience of about SO per cent,
ve r sy in the San Joaqum she ildded.
An esti m a ted $ 15,000 in
County Probation Department,
toda y is a wel l-es tabli s hed serv1ces has been .dona ted by
part of the c county 's proba- vollmteers m the fewer than 12
rwn ef.fort, the Juvenil e Jus- j months hthey have been workll ce-Del mquency
Prevent io n _ ing in the department, she .
Comm iss ion has been told.
noted , based on the 4,00 hours
Ma ry Bava , volunteer ser v- they have logged .
ices coordinator for the proba Mrs. Bava .<;aid th e esttmate
tion departme nt, said about 10 is lo w because not all the valpersons now are ·working as ' unteers have logged their dovolunteers in the depar tm m t nated hours and those who
- and h<tve hPen accepted by ha ve bega n doing so only rep ro bation nfficPrs.
.. ccn th ·.
lndi v1duaJ pl'oha tion officers -.-=--:..:.·~·:L/~--------"'-h-we le'!!'ned vPli!nl eer workel's take tun e tn tram but .so!1n
beco tT!~ 1valua.h! e h<: !pers, .>he
told the comm, sswn.
Vol un teers help m mvestlg!itions , preparmg repor!.s , working L11 intake processmg and
other funct!Ons of the dep!! rtment, she sa 1d .
T he unpa id helper s, a ttracted pnmanly by word of
mouth, nwnbe red about 44 in
September and their ranks
grew to 85 in December· and to
about 100 today, she said . The
rate of turno ver among voil mtee r probation workers has
hecn about 2S lll'l' l:~·nt· , as

c

Stockton House hifts Leaders
Directors of Stockton House,
moving to put their house in
order, have named John Fern a n d e z board president and
Warren Parker interim program director.
They replace Bud Lewis ·and
Art Sutton, respectively, who
resigned in compliance wit•h a
directive of the ·county Board
of Supervisors that changes be
made in the operation of Stockton House," a drug abuse pre-

v en lion and counseling program.
Supervisor s on Tu esday cut
off county funding of Stockton
House, ask ing that chan ges in
its leadership and operations
be made before fin ancia l su pport is restored.
Stockton House, at 725 N.
San Joaquin, rema ins open and.
the board of directors hopes to
keep it open with p.rivate support unti l county funding is restored, Fernandez said.

The program had received
$2,660 a month through the
county, of which 90 per cent
was ·sta te money through the
Short-Doy le program.
Fernandez said the directors
wi ll seek res toration of county
support as soon as conditions
ordered by the supervisors are
met.
Stock ton House was at odds
with other street programs and
with the County Office of Drug
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Abuse -Coordination (CODAC)
for several months.
County Administrator L. J .
Drake reviewed the situation
and recommended · to supervi sors that funding be cut off
until changes are made in the
Stockton House program .
Main cri ticism of the operation has been the fri ction of
past leadership with leaders of
the other street programs and
alleged loose handl ing of fm ancial matters.

CAC PLANS 'ARTS, CRAFTS GALLERY
A former men 's c I o t hi n g
store at 20 N. Ca li fornia is destined to become a showcase for
young San Joaqoi n County art-

i sts and craftsmen under a
Comm uni ty Action Co unci 1
Youth Deve lopment Program
due to get under way in about
a month.
T he interior of the vacant
bu ilding has b e e n repainted
and altered at a cost of about
$2,000, according to A r t h u r
Mapps, deputy director of the
Community Actiol) Council.
The store, whi eh wi ll be an
Art Coope rative, wi ll be an outlet for paintings sculpture, ceram ics, photogra ph y, weaving
and othe-r e f f o r t by a rea
young men and women.
The art will be sold with a
majority of the money rece ived
going to th e artist and the remainder kepr in the project for \
shop operation costs, such as
r e n e w i n g th e lease fo r the ,
building next yea r and, perhaps, hi ring a general manager, Mapps said.
A group of about fi ve adult •
artists, mostly school teachers, ~

s

e

will serve as an advisory gt:oup
and help the cooperative · se1
standards for works received.
Works of California Youth
Authority and Deuel Vocational
fnstitution inmates may also
be exhibited during s p e c i a J
shows pl anned by the coop,era·
ti ve, Mapps said.

Other Editors Say

Ban on Juvenile
Names No Help
(from the Modesto Bee)

The recent order by Stanislaus County
Superior Court Judge Gerald V. Underwood dra ws the shade fully around the
entire apparatus of the juvenile justice
system .
The order has the effect of prohibiting
the news media from using the names of
juveniles in arrest reports, regardless of
the seriousness of the crime.
Hail ing the order as .any sort of substantial reform, however, is not justified.
Such a reaction presupposes a system of
justice which is working reasonably well,
bo th in the interests of the affected juvenil e and the society as a whole. And this
just as clearly is not the case.
Two basic question need to be answered before there can be any real reform of the present system.
Should the errant or disturbed child
continue to be processed like a juni0r
criminal and shoved into the same system
which deals with juveniles who have
committed serions and violent crimes?
And , should the hard-core repeat offenders be turned back into the community again and again through the technica li ties of what has become a schizophrenic sys tem of justice?
Judge Underwood' s order is aimed at
shielding the former, and rightly so, but
the split personality of the system also
extends this protection to the repeated
offender with no counterbalancing protection for the society.
The fact is, California's entire system
of juvenile justice is sorely in need of
thorough-go ing reform . ...
A new structw·e is needed to provde
better m e ans better alternatives to
hel p children find their way. The best ~vay
to keep names out of the public eye is to
keep children out of the juvenile justiCe
system.
f
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Antidelinqueiicy Pla11
A proposal for a community program of delinquency
prevention based in South Stockton will be outlmed for
the Board of Supervisors Tuesdaymt.
Alfred Midgett is ·scheduled to explain the program;
called Fathers and Mothers in Leadership to Youth
(FAMILY).
.
The program would invol ve professional and
volu nteer workers seeking to prevent delinquency,
basically among black youngsters.
The board also will hear a request by John
Fernandez, president of the Stockton Ho use board of

directors, for interim funding of the drug abuse
prevention and counseling program .
Supervisors cut off public support of the program .
earl y this month, asking the directors to make changes
in the operation before funding is restored.
In another matter, supervisors will be asked to
endorse a bloodletting in the Courthouse June 14. The
proposal is that space be provided on the fourth floor of
the building that day for 'blood donations by Courthouse
workers through the Delta Blood Bank.
A report by P~r sonn~l Director Wilden Tweedie on
the swnm er youth employment program is on the agenda ·
for Tuesday's meeting. At 1:30 p.m. representatives of
the Council for the Spanish Speaking will appear to
discuss their organizational goals.
The council is seeking a county allocation of $3,000 to
stud y how the various alcoholism treatment programs
can be made more relevant to Mexican-Americans.
The council also seeks fw1dmg for an educational
program for the commg year.
Supervisors w11l meet at 10 a.m. in the seventh floor
chambers of the Courthouse.

g

Srockron (Ca lif. ) R .. cord

Tuesday, May ;15, 1973 .

City Seel{s Funds·
for.Drug Squad
..

A proposal · to seek $125,000 in federal funds to pursuit of narcotics offenders , was announced Aug. 29,
incr ease the size of the "Metropolitan Squad," a 1972 , by Stockton Police Chief E. Jess Delaney and
combined Stockton police-county sheriff's na rcotics Sheriff Michael N. Centis.
detail, received the unanimous blessing of the City
Gunter pointed out there is "an excellent possibility"
Council Monday night.
tha t the federal government will finance the entire
City Manager Elder Gunter said the proposed grant com bined program for an additional year.
would allow adding a third team to the squad- and he
The program is intended to concentrate on locating
said the increase was suggested by' the U.S. Law major suppliers and distributors of illicit drugs within
San Joaquin County, Gunter added , saying that it is
Enforcement Assistance Administration .
The city and the county each would put up $8,500 · expec Led that "associated crimes such as burgl ary,
toward the increased effort.
. ar med robbery, larcerty" will decrease as a result of the
For mation of the squad, which is intended ·to effort.
"The street pusher who steals h1s money m order to
elim inate jurisdictional problems and allow speedy

pu rchase heroin will be the source of heroin supply
Wlthm the county," Gw1ter said. "The heroin addict who
must steal . to support his habit will be eliminated by
arres tmg h1s source of heroin, the street pusher."
Jn an unrelated matter, the council also authorized
the fil ing of another grant request-for $31 ,000 to finance
a sun1mer .recre~tion and cultural opportuu.ity program
for an estimated 2,883 low-income youths w1thin the
county.
·
No local funds would be required.
Gunter said the program was suggested by the
Community Action Council.

h
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Focus on Blacks

C1"irne Prevention
With its two competitors for
federal funds apparently out
of the picture, the Southeast
Stockton Neighborhood Improvement Association Monday won the endorsement of
the County Juvenile JusticeDelinquency
Prevention
Commission fo r a program
aimed at curbing the high
c rime ra te among young
blacks.
The commission acted after
Alfred Midgett withdrew h1s
program proposal and commission coordinator Robert L.
Wright reported that the local
chapter of the National Asso-

began drafting for the association, formally withdrew his
proposai, 1/Jsaying he never intended to see the sort of competition and seeming discord
that developed over which
grou p should get funding for
the program.
However, Midgett pointed
o•It . his organization-Fathers
and Mothers in Leadersh1p to
Youth CF.A .M.I.L.Y.)-mtends
to pursue theprogram on its
own a nd will seek to raise
mo ney through service club
contnbutwns and fund-raising
drt l'es.
At Midgett's request, the
commission went on record as
endorsmg the concept of his
program.
The proposals offered by the
association, Midgett and the
generally agreed their com- NAACP were similar, each
m ittee assignments will be embodying the concept of fams hifted p r obabl y every six ily involvement as a means of
months tu provide me mbe rs helping troubled youngsters
with more expertise in both avmd lives of crime .
areas.
Superior Court J udge John
Comm1ssion Chairman Sam B. Cechini, serving this year
Matthews said he believes the . as juvenile court judge,
comm ittee sys tem will enable warned the commissioh May 7
the commission to get more that the deadl ine for considerdone than it has bee·n able to .
ation of one of the proposals
. "I th ink it will give the for federal financing will pass
comm iss ion a lot more at the end of the month.
strength and a lot more ab1lity
to grapple with problems in
more areas," Matthews sa1d .
cianon for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP),
which also had offered a proposal, is " no longer in contention ."
Ei_ther the County Board of
Supervisor s or the Stockton
City Council should sponsor
the association·s request for
$294 ,552 fo r three years from
th e California Counc il on
Cnminal Justice , the commlsswn recommended .
Midgett, a fo rme r associatiOn emplo ye who was fired
and· then formed his own organiza tion for developm f nt of
the anllcn me program he

J~stice W orl~ Split
The county's Juvenile Justice-Delinquency Prevention
Commission, expanded into its
dual composition less than a
year ago, apparently has decided two jobs are too m uc h at
one time.
Commissioners have agreed
to e sta bli sh two working
committees-{) ne on juvenile
justice and one on delinquency
prevention-although final action s and rer.ommenda tions
will continue to be made by
the entire body,
In addition, commissioners

Ol(~d
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More :Flexibility

Juvenile Care

Bill Advances .
fl. bill th a t would pro vide
local a uthor ities m ore flex ibi lit}' in ha ndling ju ve nile lawbre ak e r~ -a nd co uld provide
San Joa q uin County an es ti m a ied $-144,000 m or e a yea r to
do the job- passed its fir s t !egb la ti ve tes l in Sa c r a m e n to
Tuesda y .
T he bill , aurhored by Se n.
C ra ig B idd le , R -R il e rs id e ,
emb odi es a Re a gan Admllm;Ira tt on pl ii ll to m erg e th e C.'l ltfo r nia Yo u th Autho r ity mto a
s m gle new Sta te . Depa rrm ent
of Correc twn a l Ser\'lces tha t
would oversee all ad ult a nd
juvenil e s ta t ms tttutw ns a nd
would ha ve a JUve mle dtvision.
This would ha ve no effec t on
the Northern Ca hfornia Youth
Center .east of Stoc k ton, w hich
only would pa ss into di ffe r ent
adm i ni s tr a tiv e h a nd s , CYA
Director Alle n B reed sa id today .
T he bill wa s a pproved 7-0 by
the 13-me m be r Senate Judiciary Co mmirtee a nd ~ e nt to the
Sen a te Fi na n <.: e Co m mitte e.
Se veral Democrats abs tained
fr om voti ng on it.
It w a ~ te r med ·'a bac kward
s te p " by r e tired c orrec tions
co n s ult a nt J ohn E ll tn gs ton
heca ttse iL wou ld e limi na te the
e x ts l ing pro b a tio n s ubs id y
pr ogra m , under w hich counties a re g tven s ta te mo ney for
ke ep ing o ff end ers in th e ir

j

commun iti es and out of state
ins tituti ons.
But Breed pointed out th a t
1;1e bill would pro vide for
counties to continue to get
sl a te money- without the req uirem e nt s for ke e ping young
offt: nd ers out of stale institution s .
ln San Jooq uin Co unty ' s
1: a ~e . B r eed sa td, th e co unty
wou ld r ece t ve about th e same
a m ou n t---'13~ 0 . 000- th a t It re.:el\ ed th1 s fi scal year but
ll'o ul d ha \·e ne w fl exib!ltty in
us mg the mon ey.
Anothe r fe a ture of. the bill is
th at counti es could choose to
heep th eir j U\'e)liJe court . def end a nts out of sta te institutiOns a nd deal with them in
the ir own communiti e·s and
r eceive a dditional funds for it.
Breed satd San Joaquin
County's juvenile court sends
about 37 young convicts to
st a te instit u tions annually.
Und e r the legi s lation, the
county could pl a ce them in an
a lternati ve local' facil ity and
kee p $ 12,000 for ea chthe
a \·e ra ge sum the s tat e s pends
on a youth authority inmate
d uring the cou rse of th e inmale 's im:an:e ra tion.
Critics of th e bill predicted
i t mig ht r es ult in a ' 'mu shroomin g . of s m a ll local Sol ed a d s ( pr i sons ) around the
s tate. "
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Drug Program
Fund Reque st
• That Project Id e ntity's
Super v umr s Tue d:1y nppro ve d a t eque s t tor $2:"6,879 "Dr u g Abuse R e habilitation
in state funds to mat nt ilin Effo r t ," a drug -free treatment
dr ug abul'e and Methadone la - fa c ility, be expa nded in order
Ci!t ties and · programs for one to prov1de follow -up se rvices
fo r pat1ents directly following
year in San J oaquin Coun ty.
De pu t y County Adminis tra- detoxification at a cost of
tor RobPn \Vn g h t sa id the $30,000.
county is as:;11 re d by the state
s That any additJonal funds
of at lea st $81 ,R 0 of that to ta l
ava il a ble for a n ci llar y s erunder the Dr ug 1\buse Treatvices to the Methadone proment Ac t, whic h auguments
gram b e approp r ia te d fo r a
funding fo r exi sting programs.
drug-free rehabilita tion program under the super vision of
The a ss ured amount, whtch
the Methadone chief, at a cost
includ es funds for county
of
$70,271 .
street progra ms , wtll provide
Wright said t he s e recomLodi Hou se with $10,800 ; Manmerydat ions we re based on ·
teca House, $8,ROO; R isin g Sun
state guidelines. and a review
(Tr acy), $57,000; a nd for conof current needs in the county.
sultation se r vices, $4 ,o30.
The allo ca tions to these proSupervisors acted after lis- ·
grams were r ecommended by
tening to Trevor Pend ray, a
the Co unt y Office of D rug
fire d Lodi school teache r who
Abuse Coordination .
sa 1d he is empl oyed as a conThe cou nty has no t yet been
su lta nt to s<.:hool districts.
allocated s ta te f11nds for the
Pendray said su p erv isors
Methadon e prog r a m it ope rs hould strive to "combat"
ates (\ t St o~.: kton S tate Hospidrug a buse, which he said "is.
t al. Wri g h t said, b11 t it has
th e name of th e game w he n
d r a w n the fo ll owing ret:omyou're spend in g so mu c h of
menda lions :
the tilxpaye rs ' money .. .
• That thf! cnunly 's Ivkt ha "One dollar s p e nt in ' pridon e Matnlenan ~.: e program
rn<~r y prevention is worth $lU
s er v tce s be ex p a nd ed to In ~ p e nt on Me thadone a nd othe r
clude an additional 40 to SO
prngr::t ms ."
chen ts il l a cos t of $94 . 77 ~.
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Second . Chance

for

60

proac
gAuse

ew

Is the experien ·e of being arres ted, fingerprinted, photographed and booked mto jatl and then bemng gi ven a second chance- enou gh to de ter a young person fro m toymg
with drugs ?
Approximately 60 persons a re involved in a
new program being implem ented by San Joaquin County authorities in hopes the answer is
"yes."
The tlieory is that once confronted with the
reality of bei ng arre s ted, a fledgl ing drug
user may be par ticularl y receptive to counseling if offered a chance to a void the stigma of
a criminal conviction.
Authorized by urgency state legislation, the
program permits persons charged with certain drug offenses for the first time to be di verted out of the cnm1nal justice system and
into drug counselt ng, vocationa l training or
any other alternativd considered suitable for
them.
If the "divertee " suc:ccssfully completes
the pP-riod of dt vPrs ron, from ~ tx months to
two years, the charge is formally dismtssed
in court .
"In otl)er words , it glVes them a cle<~n rec ord ," expla tns Depu ty D r:.; t. Atty . Frank
Dean , a prind pal f1gw·e in the operat·wn of
the progtam .
Authorilles are ac ui P-Iy aware tha t the li\w,
on the hooks as sect wn ~ 1000 through 100.3 of
the Cal1forn1a Penal Cod e, is destgned as an
expenment and will exp 1re J an. 1, 1975, Wlless extended by lhe legislatwe .
The authorities make an effor t to point out
that they at'e being careful in sleeting who
they divert. Smce lhe program got under way

l

in Janua ry, 72 persons h<we been considered
for dt version. About oO have been diverted but
some have been rejected .
"We don' t want th is thmg to be used a s a
tool to cl!'cumvent the law ," declares Chtef
County Probation Officer Wilham L. Jones.
One difendant was refused diversion, ,Jones
recalls, because he said resignedly, "OkK.,
I'll go."
Aa written, the law permits diversion only
of those arrested on drug charges for the first
time and only for limtted offenses - possession of marijuana, barbituates, narcots, narcotics, narcotics paraphernalia or methylene
or knowingly visiting a place where illegal
drugs are being used.
Asst. Public Defender Ann 'Char gin and
other insist the law is incons iste nt because it
allows diversion for rhos offenses but not for
the related offenses of being under the influence of marijuana, pills or narcotics.
The author of the legislation, Se n
George Deukmejian, R-Long Beach, sa ys an
amendment to the law thal has passed the
Senate and now is in the Assembly ma y ultimately apply "under the influence" charges
to the di version list.
Deukrnejian says these were left oout of the
original bill hecause the legisl ature wanted to
begin with a limited program because of its
experimental nature.
He says he introduced the bill to provide
consistent application of the law throughout
the state - b cause in some jurisdictions, law
enforcement offtcers were conductmg informal diversion programs of their own and in
otheJ·s, office1·s were insisting on full-scale
prosecution.

Dci'ln poin ts out that avOld ing a llilrcottcs·
conviction can be unportant ior a t least two
rea sons:
Persons com·1cted of certain rlru g offenses
are requiJ ed by la w to reg1ster With the1r loca l police or shenff's department aw narcot.
ics offenders . ·
A narcottcs conviction WJll compEl the State
Department of Moto r Vehtc les to exa mme the
defendant's record and po&slbly revoke the
dri ving p rivilege.
Dean a lso noted and little-known provision
that requires law enforcem('nt officers to notify employers if school teache rs and public
school non-teaching employes are arrested on
drug cha r ges.
Mrs. Chargin points out tha t a crimina l record of any sort can bra nd a person for ltfe
and ma ke JOb-huntJng difficult. Th1s 1s a fa ctor she believes young people do not rea lize
full y.
" 1 thi nk anyo ne in cnminal defPnse work is
concerned a bout getting tha t f1rst ma r k," ::.he
says .
' '1 think the intent of the [egJslatw·e is to
give these p rsons one chance to keep the1r
re ·nrd clean . . . This gives a potenb a l pl'ofesswoa l pel' ~ on the possib1..llty of still hav1ng Ius
profess iona l career.
' 'He's a lways going to have to explain tha t
arrc. t, but a t least he won't ha ve a com•iction ."
D1st. Ar ry. Joseph H. Bnker agrees and , as
the county 's Ll11ef prosecutor , he hopes di verSIOn will curtail continued d rug use on the
' part of typ1ca l first-time arr e.s tees .

m

" I think at least (under the program) he
has more incentive to straighten out. " Baker
says.
Bker started the ba ll rolling on the diversion p r og r am implementation, by calli ng
meetmgs of judges and othrs involved Ll'j the
crtmmal j usttce process.
Mumcipal Court Judge William H. Woodward, who participated in those initial meetings., adm1ts he has some reser vations about
the program but wa nts to see it succeed.
He is concerned that the program might
bring mmimally involved young persons mto
too close an a ssociation with hard-core drug
users - a possib1..lity au thonties are attempting to avoid by using a variety of approaches
to hel ping the " divertee ."
A 26-member technical advisory committee, composed of Jaw ertforcement officers ,
JUdges, schoolteachers, probation officta ls
and others, has been established to help advise the County Office of Drug Abuse Coordinatwn, which determmes the bes t means of
a1dmg " d1ver tees."
And each "diver tee" is a s&Lgned to a probation officer who is charged w1th followmg up
the case to determine ho w the detendant i;
fanng. Progress reports must be filed on each
case a t least every six months, so that tl1e
JUrlge who gra nted Jt can determine whether
to connnue or revoke the dJVerswn.
Woodward echoes a belief that many otherii
\oice - that first-time arrestee.:; may not ne(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
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cessari!y be caught in their first experience
law probihits authroites from using any comwith drugs . .
mrn ts of the "divertee" about his case in an y
"I s u;;p ec. t that th er e a r en ' t ver y many
s uhsrquent prosecu tion. This also is intended
(first-t1me users ) , th-:it the y've JU5 t been
to encourage t he defe nd ant to cooperate full y
ca ught for lhe f11·st tune. ut I Eus
m co un seling, Dean adds .
ect tha t the1r involvement 1sn' t ver y deep,"
Ano th e r factor indetermining whether divthe judge says.
ersion wilt be granted is whether a suitable
He adds that he brl!e vrs "it's a good thmg
prog ra m exis ts for the potential "d iver tee."
to g1ve a hr&t-ofl r nder a hre ak. "
Whe n an indi vidual 's ca se is referred to
Whll e the d1vrrs1nn pro c e ~s pr'!manly be- · CODAC, county drug ap use program ass is ta nt
gins in Mumc tpal Cow t, before a defendan t
Art Seegers notes, a d efend ant can be r eeve n enters a pl e a, s om e dJ ve rs ions ha ve
fll ~ed .
taken place in S up e r1or Court because the
He says that while many ' 'di vertces" are
cases had reached that poml before the Jaw
assigned to va rious drug abuse counseli ng
progra m s, a number a re deem ed more suitawas implem ented .
Su penor Court Judg e Chr is Pn.pas, as ble for hel p with emotional problems or for
signed to crimina l matters , se~ys he is g lad to
vocat iona l training- or fo r a minimum of supervision , perhaps simply making periodi c reha ve the opt1on of dn•ers11 n. He sa)s I he drug
p roblem is pnmanl y "a nw dJ ca l problem,"
ports to a probation officer.
alth oug h "ir becom es a le g al prob lem be"People who have become visible beca use
cause e ventua ll y they (dru g users ) ha ve to
o f a drug probl e m 90 per cent of the time
r esort to c nm~nal a ctwns to contin ue wJth
have a spectrum of other problem s, " Seegers
says, adding he sees the law as an in1port a nt
d rugs."
The divers ion process beg ms wi th a review
first s tep in a new official view of drug
by the dis trict a t torney's off1ce of- normally
problems.
by Dean, who ha ndles dr11 g ca ses - of the
Mrs. Chargin, a membe r of the CODAC
tech nical advisory co mmittee, belives " dJvc nm Lrw l r ecord of eac h delemlan t chal'!::fd
ertces" ca n be he lped because of alte rnall ves
with the offenses spectf1ed in the di ver sio n
to tra ditional methods of treating lawbreaklaw.
If the records sho w no p re vious d rug coners.
victions, thP- mat ter 1s n~fr r re d to Lhe County
" 1 th ink th ey'll relate better to pen pl e outside our judic ial process, even the probatton
P robation Department for d ~ ter m i n ation of
d epar tm ent," she says.
whether the defendan t JS a swtable candidate
Mrs. Chargin , who believes drug abuse is a
for diversion .
When the case retu rns to cour t, both the
r e gulatory matter r ather th(ln a cr imin a l
judge- on recommendation of the pro ba tion
probl em, warns, however, that di version will
department - and the di s tri ct attorney's off~
not help the drug user· who is "not r eady" t<?
ice must agree be fo re th e rl efendant an be
d1 sco nti nue drug use.
diverted . The defendant,. too, has the op tio n of
The diversion program still is being refi ned
and the county is seeking $25,000 in federa l
ref usi ng di ve rs ion and fight1ng th e drug
money, through th e California Council on Cricharge in the courts.
Dean says that wh1l e a reason for refJJSJ ng
min a l Jus tice, to es tabli sh a $34,000 prog ram
divers ion isn't reqmrFd of the dJs tnct attorinrol 111g a liaiso n person to wor k wi th the
co ur ts and the pro bation depa r tment in delerney's off! e, "I wouldn ' t do that unl ess l ha d
mimng where d rug offenders should be di va pretty valid reason ."
A c a ndi date for di l' ers wn i~ r e quired to
erted.
The grant request has been approved by a
wa1ve his right to a spr ed y IJ·ial, (! nd tf befalls
to perform sa tJsfa c tor tly dunng the course of ' "s ub c ommittee of the council's r egio nal
di ve rsion the c harbe aga ln:?t him c an be , . agency and is scheduled for final consideraprosecuted.
-'
. non by the council June 4.
To safeguar4 the defendants' ·rights , the
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By Supervisors

Anti~

elinquency
Programs Get OK

Two proposed program& for
strengthemng the fam lly role
m pre ven ling .Juvemle deh n' quency were .endorsed Tues : da y · oi' t h.e · Board of
Supe.rvtso rs .
The board at Jih nn zP.d appl lcill.i nns for grant s to prnvtde a
''N ew Dir ec ti ons ·· eve ning
program for the Prohat ton De
partment , ii ncl a cnm nlllntt y
fath ers l e ad e r ~ ht p prngr:un of
th e South ea s t Stockton Im provement Associa tto n.
Although endorsing ho th
proposals, the ~ttp e r v isor s con cu rr ed with a rec nmm e nci'llt on
of
th e
c mt n 1y
adm int strator 's offic f' thflt tf
fund s are avo il ahle for onl y
one, th e rroo il tion De pa rt ment progra m should be given
priority.
lt would prn vtde h11 ~ i c all y
for a te11m of probil tinn •)fh ce rs to be a vililobl e dur1ng
late evemng hours tn handle:
minor vi olations 1'- uch as run il
ways and JUVeniles nut of cnntrnl. .
The prngram, used ex tensi vely l.l1 Sa crilmento Count y.
ts des1gned to reduce the num
b~Cr of for mal cri mmal .JUSli e
referral s by improvmg fam ily

0

rela t10nsh1ps and headmg off
tendencies toward delinquent
behavior before they become
critica l.
Total cost for th e fit·st year
of a three- year program would
be $12l,:i9 0, wit h most of it
comtn g ·rrom the fede ral e~nd
s lilt. e go vernments, and just
$.~. os o in ac tu al ~.: as h outl ay by
the count y.
If i t pro v1 ded :u hs tantta l
sav ings in coun plil cement of
ptv enil es, as is hnpeci, it could
he L·ontinu ed beyond the threeycn r gra nt per iod with local financi ng.
The Silut.heas t Stockton Improve ment A s~oci ati o n p rogril m is the "survivo r" am ong
th ree propos11 ls that had been

submitted to the Juvemle Jusnee-Delinquency Prevention
CommissiOn.
1t ca ll s for co un se lors to
work in the ·netgbbor hood wtth
families that ha ve youngsters
i n rl11ng er of dnfting into
crime .
One specifi c tar(:!et is reducti on of arm erl anrl fornr!e ro bberie; by young blacks.
As presented to lhe De!mqu ency Prevention Commission, the program would have
a cost of $291,SS2 for It S th reeyear per iod , patd for with fedt,>ral ancl sta te fun<is.
The grants will ha ve to gam
th e approva l of th e Calilorm a
Council on Cr imtn<~l J1tst1ce
for the programs to heg~n .
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Commodores Play
Dru1n~ Bugle Corps Begins National

'rour After Weber Days Parade
Photo<~

Stor,,- by 1\'ll!ury K,tme
b y Da,··e 'Evanffl e.nd Ehz !!beth Sunflower
Of Tl1e Record S~aff

\Vhen it \Vas organized 18 years ago,
the 12-me mb er Stockton P olice Junior
Drum Corps was noted for its consistency
-it rarely placed better than last, even in
the most mediocre competition .
Saturday night, that ha pless outfit's
cra ck successor, the 107-member Stockton
P oli ce Co mmod ores Drum a nd Bugle
Corps- today ranked among the top un its
in the country-wi ll leave on a four-week
na tional tour after arch ing 111 the Captai n
Weber Days parade .
During their fir st U.S. tour last year,
the Commodores placed tlmd , s1xth and
tenth in national drum a11p bugle corps
competi.tion in Great Bend , K ~n.; Ch1cagn
and Mlnneapolis,'' respectively.

This vear, the organization will compete in the Blue Grass Nationals in Lexington, Ky., Aug. 3-4; the CYO (Catholic
Youth Organiza tion ) National Invitational
Cham pionship, Newton, Mass., Aug. 10 ;
th e Eastern Open, Lowell, Mass., Aug. 11 ;
the Ker stone Classic , Hershey, Pa., Aug.
12 ; the. Drum Corps International , Whitewater, Wis , Aug. lti-17, and the Badgerland Con test, Milwaukee , Wise., Aug. 18.
Highlight of the tou r will be the concert
the Commodores will present on the steps
of the \Vhite House m Washington, D. C.,
Aug. 13.
What brought about the miraculous metamorphosi s of the corps :
"'~ ,.
" The more the kids played
together, the better they became," explai ns Harold Ott ,
Commodores director, who IS
"Po ps " to corps members .
"They de ve loped a se nse ot
dedica tion and a strong fee ling
of pride in the organization."
In 1963, bugles were added
to the corps. Not just conventional "wak e ' em up in the
morni ng'' bu gles , but F'rench
horn bug les- sopranos, bari·
tone s , conn a bass , m e llo phones, flu glehorns.
A new nautical uniform, refl ecting Stock ton 's iden tity as
an in land po rt ci ty , w as
adop ted , replacing the pollee
sum m er ou tfi ts . The name
"Comm odo res·· was selec ted .
A new image emerged.

p

''Graduates" came bac k to
hr lp instru ct corps members.
The orga ni zation 's presenl
musi c arrange!' and horn m·
s trucl<lr , talented Jim Ott , is a
former Commodore. He's th e
son of Ha rold Ott. Youn g Ott's
arra ngemen ts are difficult to
play, but it 's the " tough s tuff'
th a t impresses the judges and
( Please See P. 22, Col. 1)

C ommodoi~es

Play

wins contests .
Salva dor " Sal " Mena and teams ha ve been calling comT he Commo dore s, wh o h1s w1fe, Ricky, whos e son, mercial and industrial firm s
ran ge in age fr om 14 to 21, Mike, plays sopra no bugle in seeking contributiOns of food
practice long and hard . The1r the Commo dor es , a r e corps or funds for the Commodores '
pr ec isiOn routme& req u1 re a quart e rm as t e r s a nd have national tour. Campbell Soup
s har pne :; s acqu ired only charge of the Blue Dude.
Co. in Sacramento don ated 120
th rough grueling dai ly rehearJack and Sh irley Wilkinson, cases ( 2,900 pounds) of canned
sals. Sunburns and bli sters ar e who have three children tn the food . Laura Scudders of Tracy
mev1table by-prod uc ts. March- Commodore s, also keep busy. gave three huge pallets of
ing and maneuvermg instru cMrs. Wilkmson , a legal se- • corn chips. And there were
tor 1s Shi r lee Wh itcomb of creta r y, is the Commodores rna y others .
Walnu t Cre e k, noted for her nat iona l tour dire c tor and
Chaperon es wi ll prepar e
Arm y se r ge ant -ll ke ma nner chief fund-ra iser. She person- meal s for the traveling Comand " built-m'' public address all )' contacted every Stockton modores at rest stops.
City ·Council member in sucsyb tem.
Other mstructors are Mike ce ssfull y see king th e ci ty' s
Mrs . Wilkinson, who accomReil ley , pe rc us sion ms tr u- firs t fi nancial con tribution to panied the corps on their tour
ments; Patnc1a .Welch Banz, the corps-$5 ,000. She also is last year, sa ys that many peocolor guard, and Joa n Welch, askmg funds from the county. ple watching the Commodores
Commodor e member s come pe rform comment on the
rifle unit.
P ar ental Invol vement IS a from throughout San Joaquin mixed raci a l mak eup of the
sigmf!cant pa rt of the Commo- County.
corps and ask, "How do they
dores' success story.
Husband J ack, an alr-condi- get along? "
One of th e most Irtv ol ved nomng techmctan , did much
·• Ju s t f1ne , I t ell them ,
parents IS Gene Castles, better of the con l'e rswn work on the
they
're too busy to discrimiknown to the corps as "Grea t Blue Dude.
Whi te father. " Castles organBooste r Club t ele phone nate."
Ized the grou p when he was a
member of the pollee depc. rtmen t. He now owns a trophy
shop and IS pre s ide nt of the
Stockton Pollee You th Activities, which include:> the Commod::Jres.
Four of the Castles' offspring-two sons and two daught er s-are
Commodo r e
gra du a tes ; an other , David , IIi,
plays bass drum 111 the corps .
Daughter Georgene, 17, a fl ag
bear er . had to d ror out this
summer because of a tonsillectomy. Another daught er,
De ni se, IS pra ctlt mg to j oin
the ri fl e te a m-e ven though
she 's onl y 8. ~
Vtrtual! y all of the Commodo res ' pa re nts belon g to the
cor ps ' Booster Club , \ 1 ho5e
members giVe up the1r even m gs, we eken ds and re la ted
comforts to a ttend to the myr iadtasks nece ssa r y to ke ep
tl-te Commodores " roll ing."
Th e state of heal th of th e
corps ' vehicular fl ee t iS a vlt.ll
consideration. Several fa thers.
heade d bv J ohn Hacllm a n,
Boo ~ ter Club president, have
ove r ha ul ed th e cor ps' three
buses and the "Blue Dude," a
former be ver a ge dell \' er y
CORPS ·FATHER' GENE CASTLES WATCHES
tr uck mgeniously con verted to
Caa It> , I. Boo~ t ('t· Clu.b Tt·easurer John Page
an eq lllpment carnet .
q
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County C011Cer~I1S:

Ranch for Boysl
Ce11te1~

for Me11

Two matters ol longstanding concern to the county, establi ~ hment of a boys· ranc h
and facilitil'S for single inc..l igent men in centra l Stockton,
wi ll he di scussed by the Board
pf SupeiTI SPI·s Tuesday .
Bott rd Ch, irman Gary \Viler
r t' \'1\'l'<f till' jUI'l' nile r rli1Ch
1dea ear lier this ye <~r in a me·
rn or<.tndum to other superl'i::,r; r

Such an ope rat ion has been
di s..:ussed 01·er a period of
yea rs as a possi ble alternatil'l'
tu send111g ju1·enile offenders
to ot he r counties , or pu ttin g
them in more restrkti 1·e custmly.
The other matter, the problem of indigent singit' men in
c·t.mt ral Stockton, is the subject
of a report by a special commit tee of the Greate r Stoc kton
Cha mber ot' Commerce that
has been pr e se nt e d to the
Ruard of Supen·isors and the
Cit y Council.
It ca lb basically for expansrnn and consolida tion of housing and feeding programs for
JJ hlig ents, i.lnd in c rea sed ef·
furt ~ to ..:ombat alt:oholi sm.
Discussion of th e juveni le
ra nch is set for I :30 p.m. and
or i11d1gent single men for 2:.30
I' .111 .

The board al so ha s sc heduled open ing of bids Tuesday
un r·oa d work on Mendocino
,\,·cnue , D and Ninth streets,
w1 d Thornton Road.
Supcn·isors will meet at 10
<t. Jn . in th e sel'enth floor
~_· hamhcrs of the C(lurlilouse.
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Juveni1e
By Gene Tul'lter
Of th t> Rr.eo1·d :-i taH

A boys ranch that proba bly will not be a ranch
at all and will be for girls as well as boys finall y
appears to be on the way for San Joaquin County.
The Board of Supervisors Tuesday asked the
Juvenile Ju s ti ce-Delinquency Pr eve nt ion
Commission to look into just what a residenti a l
detention facility for juveniles should involve.
Supervisors said they- hope to get a fin al report
and recommendation in six months .
The idea of a boys ranch in the county for
juvenile offend~rs was first proposed nearl y 20 years
ago, and voluminous studies have been made since
' then.
The concept of 'putting juveniles in a rural
setting has changed, William L. Jones, chief
probation officer, told the board .
It now is felt that a residential center should be
located close to an urban area and the communit y

--

-- -

-

-

from which the juveniles come , Jones said.
Also; there is increasing awa reness that such
facilities should be provided for girls, as well as
boys, he said ~ ·
At present, juvenile offenders who require long.
term custody ·generally are sent to facilities ou tside
the county.
For the first four months of this year, the county
spent $113,013 in placing an average of 67 juveniles a
month out of the county , and $10,440 for an average
of 23.5 juveniles in the county, Robert L. Wright ,
deputy county administrator, reported .

s
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Under present law, half the cost of placing
youngsters outside the county is covered by state
welfare funds (Aid to Families with Dependent
Children) , which are not available for an in-county
facilit y, Wright sa id.
However , legislation changing the entire juvenile
and ad ult correctional procedure in the state is
under consideration.
Most of those present at Tuesday's discussion by
supervisors agreed that no new law is likely this
year, but that some major revision of correctional
faci lities will come soon.
Construction of a detention faci lity would cost
about $30,000 to $25,000 a bed, Wright said. Some of
this would be covered by state funds .
In _a letter to Supervisors ' Chair~an Gary Wiler,
Ju vemle Court Judge John B. Cechini s trongl y
endorsed creation of a treatment center for juveniles
m the immediate Stockton' area .
''It has been my sad experience, while sitting as
Juvemle Court judge, to find that we do irreparable
harm to order an out -of- co unt y placement of a
young st er whose basic problem se e ms to be
rejection either in the home , school, or communityyet, the court has little or no alternati ve," Cechini
wrote.
Sam Matthews , chairman of the Juven ile
Justice-Delinquency Prevention Commiss ion, said
that group is willing to make recommenda tions on a
center, but said that much of the factual material
needed in making decisions will have to come from
professional s such as Jones .
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Senate Rejects Bill Scra11ping Probation Subsidies
SACR.-\ MENTO ( AP)-- The
Senate has reJected a major
Reag an ad mini stra tiOn pla n to
cha nge the way Ca liforn ia

supen·rses com·i tt ·d ,- nm Jil a l ~
on probation, bur the hr ll 11xl<l y
still had a sl im cha n e I or passage.
The sraw·s correc:t wn al ,:;s
tem wo uld al so unLfe rgo ra l·amp ing unde r the rnea s ur t:
by sta te Sen. Cr;ug f31dd le . I 'Ri1·erside .
His $20 m il l 1on mea s ure
wou ld _scrar the pr e~ ent probation subsidy prngwm under
whil'h counties rl:!<.:C il'e fl11, 11 1ci <d incen ti ves to place fel ony
ol te nde r s in proha tion programs instead of ~e n d111g lhcm
tu sta te pri ~o n .
Instead. the Bidcil e m o:a ~ urc
Guled for a ··count y CorTec -

twn a l Cran t ' ' pro g ra m of
s tate ai d to ,:o unties to impron.: their corTectional syste ms . The b ill would have
a ppropriatL"d $10 million for
rh.: g ran ts a nd another $1 0
mill iun to aid c .const ruct ion of
count y coiTl' c:t ional facr li ties.
Biddle's mea sur e was defl' ;llcd Wednesda y on a 16-1 7
\ 'Otl' . ll short of th.: 27 votes
nee ded to ~ end 1t to the Assem tvl y.
HidJie W1>il th~ nght to hare
the bill re co nsi d t'rt~ d a t a Inter
dote, mea n1n g it cou ld s till
Will pa ~ sag c il Bidd le ro unds
up tho>e I I l'ntes.
~ lH n t· cn t1c :-. ol the r resen t
sy ,t t'm co nte nd jud ges are
pi <K lllg too 111 <1 11 ) ofknders on

proba ti on to take adHllll age of
the fi nancia l in ce nt ive fnr
tht:ir counties, Biddl e said.
But st a t e Sen . H. L .
Ric h$rdson, R-Arcadi a, sa 1J
Biddl e's pla n wou ld continue
the sa me system wi th a different na me a nd wou ld allow
nu merous offenders to re mC! in
on the stree ts.
··w he n do we q uit ta lki ng
about probation and start asking ourselves 'when does com mu nity protection come into
the pictu re!' " Hich ardson
said .
Biddle 's measure al so wuu l l
l1a 1·e combi ned the Depart ·
menr of Co rr ec tions , Youth
Aut hori t y a nd Boa rd of c' orre c ti ons 1nto a new Ch'pan men t of Correctionnl Se n- 1 ce ~.
Tht' :\du lt t\u th ority . wh k h
set s pn son terms for men, the
Wome n's Board ot Terms and
Pi!roles and 1he Youth Author- .
it y Board would he ombmed
into a new Porole t\ ur hont y.
T he hil l is SH .Nl .

t
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Single; Strong
Development -A gency
Urged

..

~

A single organization- but not a new one-to
spur and guide economic development in San
Jo~quin County is called for in a report prepared
by the Stanford Research Institute .
The SRI report was ordered by Williams &
..Mocine, a San Francisco planning firm drafting
· the Community Development Program.
In recommenda tions for short-term a ction,
the report urges that the San .Joaquin
: Development Council coordinate the ac tiviti es of
economic development groups in the county in the
, near future in ar eas such as agri c ultur e ,
· recreation and tourism, educatio11, health services
and transportation.
(ln July, a plan was proposed to the Boar d of
; Supervisors clarifying and a ss igning
responsibilities for a ttracting new industri al and
· commercial development to the Economic
Development Association, Community Economic
Development Action Comm ittee and chambers of
' commerce.)
,.
; The r e port urges, howev e r, that SJDC
· leader s hip be replaced ev e ntually with a
coordinative agency niade up of representatives
of each sector of the economy.

frum doing su, a nd whether the ..: ountyshould
rema in essentiall y rural and agri(.:u I turall y
oriented or wheth~r it sho uld s ee k indu s trial

Thr ee general short-term goals are
· suggested:
• ~trengthening the existing effe c ti ve
development of institutions and and ol'gaM.izations. ·
• More clearly defining economic goal s ,
policies and str ategies.
• Promoting existing : and new agricultural
products.
In its long-term report and recommendations ,
SRI criticizes the county for not making many of
the "hard . trade-off" decisions necessary for longternr economic planning, These include decisi ons
as to whether manufacturing and pi·ocessi ng
· industries should be concentrated, whether
"clean" industries should be encouraged to locate
_ in the county and "dirty" industries prohibited

Among th e recommendations in the report are
these:
• S tren gthen ing of the County Planning
Department, which is praised in the report.
• Attracting of industries with the greatest
potential for providing erhployment.
• Finding jobs outside the county for many
. county resident s .
• Greater use of University of the Pacific in
planning decisions .
• Greater ethnic integration arid "bal anced"
r epresentation in cconom ic decision-making.
• A re-evaluation of zoning to conform with
new goals .
• Clo~er lia ison witli military offici als on th_e
c<Junty and national level s.

~~

.

growth.
.
.
The r eport says that San Joaquin faces four
basic, cri tic al a nd long-term problems: hi gh
unemployment, drawbacks of agricultu re, ethnic
imbalance and fragmentation, and dependence
upon unstable defenserelated activities.
ln commenting upon Stockton's ethnic mix,
the report notes that the poorer racial minorities;
mainly Chicanos, Filipinos and blacks, li ve to th e
so uth. They make up about 40 per cent of the
ci ty 's population.
But, the report say s:
"North Stockton has traditionally compl etely
controlled the co unt y through the Roa r d of
Supervisors, Board of Education, a nd so forth. It
is only in the r ecent past that the minor ity groups
have !lOt only developed leaders to represent them
actively, but hav e formed coalitions for exercising
.more effective power. Just recentl y, for the fi rst
time , a minorit y group member Was elected to the
Board of Education.''
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S n lllt'
iiJ;l' lll: \· r l• p r e s e n til l l \ ' t'~ a nd
olilt'r s, g;Hhr>rcd for 11 first-of·
11 ~ l' ind ~ enl lll iH nn juve nil e
d<'ll!l<.IUl' il \ ·. ag r l'e rl un a mrn n u s l ~ Th u r ~dH y that public
and priv<l te gro up ~ ~ hou ld stop
d11plr ca ti ng theirs ffo rt s a nd
:- hn uld lo(lk to il s rngl e body
ID r k ader sh ip- the Co unt y
.1uw nrlt.' .Ju: t ice-DI·Iinquency
Pr t>\'e ntHln Commi s ~ i n n .
Thn· i!Cted on the advrce of
All en F. Rn'ed , directnr of the
C;~ l i t n r n ia You rh Author ity,
who rolci the <llldl en ce in a
tun ·heon ilcidress ci urinr, the
selll trl il r rha l there il re some
2S st' p<~r <lle social ilf!P.ncics 11~
Si!n .Joa q•rin l'ountt).
" I n t ht ~ c<cunty and 111 e\'ery
(O IJ nty t ll e r t~ rs ~- dea rth of
lf·lrit ·rsht.Ji, " lw ' aid
"Ther,•' s fnl [!m c' nt a tl nn ,
durlt( a tio.l--- Yl'~ . thc·rr 's corn prtt trnn ... but tJ1erc are vO!d:;

that ;Jr p IJe \'er fill ed .. . Ail of
us , {:'ri,·ate <1 nd publrc . hn V<'
our turf to prntect-<'ven if it
mean s our ineff ective pro grams nre going to be cnr11 inued."
BreeJ sa rd a solu tion rs tn
look to a single group for I •adership and coordination , to set
spec if ic performance goa l ~
and to consta ntl y scrut ini ze
anti -de linqu ency pro gr ams
and hold them to high standnrds.
"Evaluate wha t you'r e
doing i!lld then make your dnl lars foll ow th e pr ojec ts th a t
are paying off." he advi sed .
Breed sai d effort s to deil l
with the cri me problem nw st
5tart wi th the young.
Mnre than half tJ1e Cl'lmes
comm tt ted in Ca lifornia a re
committed by persons wx1er
21 years of <~ ge, he sa rrl . <111d
expe rience shows that OJKt' a

:\~:~:~;~::;~~~;:; ~:~~·=·· ·~<~:~, ·:·;~:~:·; ~;-:~.:;~:.;~:~:~ ..'.'-: .:~; · >:.:·:.:-:.: <·:·>: ·>:<·:. ;<t:·:·:.:.;.:.:·:r:. :-:. >:.;.:.;.:·:·-~· :-~-:·:· :·:·:<<·:-:<.::::::;~:~ :::~:~:- ~~;'::~~:;:· : :; ~:. : :=:~·::. ::>

pa ~ t

decnde nation wrdc , tJtt:rt'
has been a LOS per cent Jllm\'
in the munber of JWCn ik rJr
rests--as compared wrt h ;I 111
per cent tncrease in ill tT!' I o n l
ad lil ts.

GRACELL A
WOODR UFF
youngster enters the cn nu nal
justrce system he seldom e~
' capes it.
Breed pointed ou l the la test
FBI sta11stics show that m the

" rf we reall y uoanr· tn m1:e~t
our doll ars vn ~:c t y," he satri,
•·we' d bett er s tart rnves ttllfi
thl'm in children ruther tJwn
adult s."
He sa id more money sh11uld
be placed into effo rts to provide hetter housing, bi!II Cr education, more nu tritinn . nwre
employment and health <: il rt!
' erv ices and com batting rJ1s
crimi nation.
Rreed offered t l li ~· thr l! cpoin r program for Sa n .fmh t' ll i1
County :
• Re\ogni ze the .Ju vr nrlc
Justice· Delinquency Prc>vc ntin n Commi ssi on a ~> th e ·;n le
age nc • to prov idr o11 l e H ~ ' Jlll ti iiJ leadership f(I J antt-dr li n-

\•'

quency ('It orts.
~ Di rert rhe commission to
dr ve lop a n a nli-d eli nqu enc y
pla 11 nf 'Jc ti on tha t cont a in s
speetfi cs .
8 PrM ldc a "youth services
b u n~a u " when· young people
c.m go tn frnd out about varlll JJ S a [;t: nr n:s th ilt are deIgned to mec>t their specific
needs.
Breed al5o advrsed the gathering not to leave )'OWlg people out of th e pl a nning for
such prog r<lmS.
He c ited a Mot·her Lo d e
comm unit y that wa nted to
provide snme form of recreation for its youngsters and fin;Jtl y dec ided to build a skating
rin k. will tnu t asking U1e ymmg
pt:oplc wh al they wa nted . He
bil id onl y th ree kirls showed up
It r the or cning of the rink-,_,n d th<'\' we re child ren of a
proj11ct !ei:l der.

Eight wo rkshops wrrf:' held
in the morn ing , bcoforl! 13rt•cd's
address. and the paneli :; ts ci r ve lopcd St' I'C ril l c; uggr>, IJ'Jil 5
sim ilar to th os ~ he ild ' unu·d.
Workshop leadc>rs s:r id pan·
e!r sts d ec ided t il e cou n t F
should have a "youth ser vrces
bureau ," sho uld e lHn in~ t e duplicatlon of effor ts and Hhould
provide some altemau,•e:-; tn
the for mal c rimi na l JU s trce
system.
Reconummdat inns ii lso Illeluded a cal I for mo re soci al
service s in the sch ools a nd
indiv idu a lize d a n t i-de li nquency prog rctm s 10 fi t individual youngst ers' needs.
The semrnar w <~ s s ponsored
by the commi ssion ·1 11d d('d Jcated to Grncetla S. Wond nlff ,
a long-time leader in tile de\'e lopm ent ol JIJ \'enrl e programs and a 27- yea r membe r

of the commissron .

BILL SWENSON, Commissioner and Moderator
SGT. PAT NOBLE, Stockton Police Department
SHERIFF MICHAEL N. CANLIS,
San Joaquin County
CHIEF MARC YATES, Lodi Police Department

FERNANDO MIRAMONTES,
Commissioner and Moderator
RICHARD STEINMETZ,
Director, Family Service Agency
FRANCES ENGEL, M. S. W.,
Mental Health Services
SANDRA EXELBY, Mental Health Educator
REV. JERRY D. ROBERTS ,
St. Steven's Episcopal Church

PUBLIC AGENCIES

ROSANNE PERRY, Commissioner and Moderator
MARY BAVA,
Volunteer Coordinator Probation Department
LIBRADO PEREZ,
Director, Public Assistance Department
WILLIAM L. JONES, Chief Probation Officer
LT. CLOYCE BROOKSHER, Tracy Police Dept.

EDUCATION

TERRY HULL , Commissioner and Moderator
RICHARD J . GAEDTKE , Lincoln Unified School
District , Dean of Boys
DR. WILLIAM C. CAREY, Stockton Unified
School District, Assistant Superintendent
RAY M. JENSEN,
Lodi School District, Superintendent
RICHARD J. CHERRY, Manteca Unified School
District, Superintendent

PRIVATE AGENCIES

WHAT IS THE
JUVENILE JUSTICE-DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION COMMISSION?

PAT REECE, Commissioner and Moderator
JACK SCRAFIELD, Director, Stockton Boys Club
WILLIAM GUTTIERI,
Director, Catholic Social Service
DAN BA VA , Anderson Y Center
AL MIDGETT, F .A.M.I.L.Y .

RECREATION

TED HOLMSTROM , Commissioner and Moderator
JOSEPH WILSON, Tracy Recreation Department
GEORGE MOTON, City of Stockton Manpower
RICK HAGGARD, Director, Y .M.C.A.
MORRIS FRUITMAN, Director, County Parks
& Recreation Department

JUDICIAL

The Commission is. a group of 12 persons
from various backgrounds, occupations, and age
-groups in San Joaquin County. They share your
interest in the youth of this county, and in
meeting several times a month · they combine
their experience and expertise to bring about
just and adequate treatment of juveniles in this
county .
Recommendations of the commission can
be made to officials in charge of juvr.· n ile programs, and according to the law, "a commission
may publicize its recommendations." The
commission is also concerned with promoting
new effective delinquency prevention programs
and assisting agencies in obtaining community
backing and financial support for them.
At this SEMINAR, the Commission is
offering the following discussion groups.

ROBERT JENNINGS,
Commissioner and Moderator
ROBERT CHARGIN, Public Defender
CHARLES THOMPSON, Juvenile Court Referee
HONORABLE WILLIAM BIDDICK, JR .,
Presiding Judge Superior Court
HONORABLE PRISCILLA HAYNES,
Judge Manteca-Ripon-Escalon Court
OLA MURCHISON, Commissioner

THE DAY'S SCHEDULE

8:30- 9:00

Registration- Courthouse

9:00 - 10:00 First

Works~op

Lobby

.

10:00- 10:15 Coffee break- Courthouse
MENTAL HEALTH

10:15- 10:30 Transit time

DR. HELMUTH HOFF,
Commissio.ner and Moderator
DR. THOMAS ENGLISH,
Children Services Mental Health
GAIL FORD, Mental Health Advisory Board
0. L. BRAUCHER,
Mer:ttal Health Advisory Board
DR. FRANCES MCFARLAND,
Stockton Unified School District

10:30 - 11:30 Second Workshop
11 :30- 12:00 Transit time
12:00-1 :00

Luncheon , Holiday Inn
221 N. Center

1:00-1 :30

Speaker, ALLEN F . BREED,
Director, CYA

1:30-2:30

Workshops report to all of seminar,
Holiday Inn
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WHAT DO YOU WANT
• TO KNOW
• TO SAY
• TO DO

ABOUT
JUVENILE
DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION?

COMMISSION MEMBERS- JUNE, 1973
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Gracella S. Woodruff, who for the
past twenty ~four years has been a
member of the Juvenile JusticeDelinquency Prevention Com ··
mission and its predecessors, the
Juvenile Justice Commission and
the County Probation Committee .
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SAMUEL H. MATTHEWS, Tracy Chairman
THEODORE N. (Ted) HOLMSTROM, Lodi,
Vice-Chairman
HELMUTH E . HOFF, M.D., Lodi
TERRY HULL , Stockton
ROBERT E . JENNINGS, Stockton
FERNANDO MIRAMONTES, Stockton
OLA L . MURCHISON, Stockton
ROSANNE M. PERRY, Stockton
RONALD E. PETTIT, Stockton
PATRICIA P . REECE, Stockton
W. R. (Bill) SWENSON, Tracy
GRACELLA S. WOODRUFF, Stockton

Join with us in learning and vo1cmg
your ideas and opinions as well as finding out
what you can do to help, at a SEMINAR sponsored by the JUVENILE JUSTICE-DELINQUENCY PREVENTION COMMISSION of San
Joaquin County .

Delinquency Prevention Coordinator
ROBERT L . WRIGHT,
Deputy County Administrator
SHIRLEY HOUSER, Secretary

NOW that you know WHAT it is. would
you like to know:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT

WHERE it is?

In TRACY: SAMUEL H. MATTHEWS
(209) 835-3030
In LODI: THEODORE N. HOLMSTROM
(209) 368-0685
In STOCKTON : TERRY HULL
(209) 462-2333

Registration in Lobby
of Courthouse

(209) 982-1800 ext . 236
I

) I

County Courthouse
222 E. Weber Avenue
Stockton, California

l

Tuesday, Oct. 2, 1973
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.Juvenile Justice ·Challenge:
Open Homes to Delinquents
By Maury Kane

"This would set a precedent
among commissions nationally
Ola Murchison, controver- and would undoubtedly gain
sial member of the San Joa- wide recognition, thereby moquin County Juvenile Justice- tivating more families in our
Delinquency Prevention Com-. community to do likewise,"
~ISSion, challenged commis- · said Murchison, vice principal
swners Monday to personally of Hamilton Junior High
provide a foster hc;>me for a ju- School.
venile delinquent "to become
Reading from a prepared
better acquainted with today's statement, Murchison said the
youth."
plan could ''possibily lead to
The proposal met with the finding of a better solution
mixed response-but no tak- for handling our more errant
ers.
and delinquent youths."
Of lhe Record S1aff

Murchison called for the
commission to become more
"involved " and cited the example of the Stockton Board
of Education.
"They have become heavily
involved in visting the schools,
meeting with organizations
and generally getting a birdseye view of the business of education in the district."
Murchison emphasized he
was ready to accept the challenge . Juvenile Court Judge
John Cechini, who appoints

Deli11quency C'haller1ge
continued at the next r~&'~,;_;.~
J:' rneet111g Nov. 12. ·
Commws10ner Terry Hull,
pnnC!pa! of Banta Schoo! and
a Stockton resident, described
Mur c hi s on 'a proposal as
'}
"excellent," but he added that

quents into their homes on
weekends, Cechmi said ..
Commissioner Robert Jennings of Stockton agreed lhat
the commiSSion needs to become more involved, but
pointed out that he and his
wife are both workjng. He

. Murc hison 's assumptions that

added that if he were to take
i..t1 a foster c/'ljld, would prefer
one from Mary Graham Hall,
which takes children younger
than those in Peterson Hall.
CorP..missioner W. R. Swenson, Tracy High School vice
principal , said he has " two
kids in college and two at
home" and said the addition of
·a foster child might pose some
conflicts.
"It would be interesting
though," Swenson conceded.
Another commtssioner, Dr.
Helmuth E. Hoff, of I..OOi, sa.1d
Murchison has" some good
suggestions," but pointed out
"it's been hard enough raismg
four children already."

OL-\ 1\'IURCHI§ON
"I've raised a far111!y-I've
had hell on earth for years ,"
commeraed acting chamnan
Ted Hol!i trom of Lodi. " II I
went home and mad e th . t
&uggestJon try ri1}' 1-111Je (Ja.k!Dg
in a fostfr ch1ldJ , I'd be out m
a tent 111 the vard."
Holstrom orderfd the mee ti"lg adJourned mas m•1r:h as it
wa r. pa s t the a greed upon 6
p .m. ter mlna twn po Jnt and
said the dincuss!Ort. would be ·
X

the commission was "unbalam:: ed " because rnos t of the
members came from similar
backgrounds are "grossly inaccurate."
Hull said he also opposed
Murchison's " fund amentalist,
law and order appraoch to ,
juvemle delinquency."
MurchsioPJ1as been sharply
critical of the courts for u..ndue
leniency on some juvemle offenders .

commission members, agreed
that Murchison 's foster home
proposal was "innovative"
and would gain wide attention.
"However, it could be self-defeating / it could boomerang, ,
you may not get the information you desire," the jurist declared.
There are " other ways" of
getting involved, Cechini continued, suggesting commissioners visits schools and meet
with officials, visit Juvenile
Court, Peterson Juvenile Hall
and "problem areas and talk
to people out there. "
Commissioners could even
agree to take juvenile delin(Please See P. 16, Col. 1)

t:P::.:Io::_:c~k~to~n~·~(~C~al~if~-.-)~R~e:::_c~or~d~_ _::_S:.:un=d=.,ay'-,'_O
.::...:.
ct::.:.._7:...:,'-=1-'-9...:..7:...:3___ 3

"There is substantial evidence that the increase in
crime in California could be
the result of a well-intentioned
but ineffective liberalization of
a probation policy," the Attorney General's office feels .
This was pointed out b y
Deputy Atty. General Michael
Franchetti , speaking at Saturday's second annual seminar
of the Legal Secretaries Inc.
in Holiday Inn . About 55 members representing 53 associations attended th e ail-day
session.
Franchetti said the liberalized policy which gives judges
the sole power to grant probation to those convicted of any
type of crime has failed in its
ro reduce crime through rehabilitation.
The controversial policy , enacted by the state a few years
ago , also provides funds to
counties for ea c h pe rs on
placed on probation instead of
being sent to State Prison.
Fran c hetti called this a
" financial incentive to grant
probation ," explaining that
since 1960 only .9.6 per cent of
those convicted of a felon y
have been sent to state prison.
About 20 per cent were sent to
a California Youth Authority
Institution or another rehabilitative center, which means 70
per cent were placed on probation.
·He said of the 49,000 persons
convicted of felonies last year,
11,600--or about 25 per centwere on probation at the time
the crime was committed.
" This fact demonstrates
that per so ns on probation
commita substantial per cent
of the crime committed in California," said Franchetti .
" The liberalized probation
policy has failed and has , I believe , contributed to the in·crease in crime, " he added .
Fr a nchetti sa id some reasons for its failure are:
~ The count y subsidy encourages judges to grant probation to those who 'are
cons idered high risks and
"allows financial consideration to interfere with the
judge's good judgment. "

Probation Rule,
Of Judges Hit
By State Aide

y

MICHAEL
FRANCHETTI ·
~ The policy is too broad
and has created a " nothing is
going to happen to me " attitude .
""In allowing a judge to de·cide on probation a judge's individual views are substituted
for a uniform statewide policy. '
' " This makes defendants with
a smar t lawyer seek out an
easy judge."
~ "There is insufficient information on re habilitat ive
methods to be able to eff ectively treat some persons."
" We . have to change the approach to granting probation .
Even though it s hould b e
granted to man y persons , it
should. not be granted to those
of high risk who have committed crimes of violence," said
Franchetti.
He explained that passage
of two bills now in the St a te
Assembl y " should go a long
way to r estoring some bal •
ance. "
One calls for abolishing the
subsidy program and granting
counties a fa ir share of funds"
t o us e in impro v ing their
Criminal Justice systems and
the other would prohibit probation for some types of
crimes .
"These should pu i_ some
teeth back in the la'w and
would help to protect the public by isolating dangerous
criminals, " predic ted Franchetti .

APPENDIX C

Early Intervention is one of the new approaches to preventing
delinquency in youth.

The following project proposal clearly illus-

trates the background and objectives of early intervention.

This

project, funded by the California Council on Criminal Justice and San
Joaquin County is implemented by Stockton 1 s Catholic Social Services
and a copy of the remainder of the proposal is on file with Mr. Wm.
Gutti eri.

PROJECT EARLY INTERVENTION

A

Project Funded
by the

California Council on Criminal Justice
In Cooperation With
San Joaquin County

Implemented by
Catholic Soc:id Service of Stockton
1205 N. San Joaquin St.

Stoc:kton, CAlifornia 95206

tir•t

~ear

Evaluation

~port

July, 1971 to June, 1972
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PART I
PROJECT INITIATION

PROJECT Bl\CKGROUND
In July of 1971 Catholic Social Service of Stockton initiated its program of intervention services to kindergarten and first grade children in San
. Joaquin County, California. In close cooperation with the teacher, parent,
school administration, and the child, social workers in this program attempted
to bring all available ~ommunity resources to the service of the needful child.
Through this program, hopefully, the child might find school, home, and life
more fulfilling as a result, ther eby preventing possible delinquent behavior
and other forms of social dysfunctioning in later years.
Catholic Social Service of Stockton is a family counseling agency. The
agency had its beginning in 1934. It is sponsored by the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Stockton and is a United Crusade member agency. The agency is
religious in its sponsorship but its services are non-sectarian in character
and available to all in the co~munity. Throughout the years of its existence
this agency has developed a worthwhile reputation in its competence to assist
children and their families through social casework services. As many as fifty
per cent of this agency's clientele request counseling for parent-child related
problems. A principal source of its referrals are the schools, courts and
other community agencies.
Out of its long experience as a child treatment agency there was a recOgnized need for a program which would prevent serious problems in children from
occurring. Children were most commonly referred after the schools had exhausted
their resources and patience in dealing with them. Many of the youth referred
had already entered the judicial system. For many years the agency concerned
itself with trying to assist these families and working to achieve some sympto•
matic relief. Efforts were sometimes rewarding but always discouraging in the
sense of witnessing so many years of needless t r aqcdy in the lives of ~ great
many people. Some soul searching caused us to conclude that we were not making
a signific~~~ dent in dealing with the rising population of youth in trouble.
We believed we would never ~ave sufficient resources to help the increasing
number of people who request casework services if t~e continued to use our limited
energies to treat sl'!i'lptoms. We also believed that \-te should not wait until the
children reach their teen years and cau~e society trouble before ~e make an attempt to assi st them.
Our past experience in reviewing the child 1 s school history freqUently
pointed to signs of poor functioning as early as kindergarten and first gra4a.
Fe~ children of this age were r efer red to our or other community agencies.
No
social work services existed in our co~nty schools. Some psychological servicea
existed but the~e were used primarily for psychological testing for special
schodl programs. He looked for a ,Jay in which children could be assisted in
their very early sc~~ol years.
-1-

SURVEY AND PILOT PROJECT
Efforts to undertake Project Early Intervention were preceded by conferences with the psychologica l services departments of the major school districts.
We received a great deal of encouragement and support from them and moved to
undertake a survey of 1,963 kindergarten and first grade children for signs of
emotional and behavior difficulty. In our c9unty we have 117 elementary schools
with a total population of upproximately 50,000 students. Approximately 10,000
children are in kindergarten and first grade. Working on the assumption that
teachers were reliable prognosticators of a child's mental health, we developed
a simple class survey forre. This form (see ~ppendix I) was completed by the
teacher. The data we received indicated that nineteen per cent of the children
surveyed showed signs of behavioral and emotional difficulties. Ten per cent
were regarded as having severe or serious problems and the balance, nine per
cent, moderate or minor. The ten per cent figure is consistent \>lith national
norms and strengthened our belief that ~~e had a reliable instrunent to use as
a screening tool. The survey also strengthened our belief that significant
numbers of children ,.,ere not receiving help for problems which were obvious
to their teachers. Ne also felt that the schools '"ould cooperate in an early
inter~ention program.
Following this survey, ,,,e began, in Septer:lbcr of 1970, a small pilot program in a nearby public elementary school. At that time we had little in the
way of resources to devote to a pilot program but we felt that the experience
would be valuable and help us determine if a private social a~ency such as ours
could function in a school setting. Our most experienced caseworker \·Jas assigned
to the school for tv1o hours each week. The caseHorker used the time in consultation with four kindergarten teachers to discuss the troubled behavior of
children in their respective classes. These children \·lere observed in their
classroom situation by the casewor ker. Conferences Hith teachers and observation of children frequently led to the teachers' inviting the parents of the
troubled children to come tb the school and explore their child's needs with
the caseworker. During the course of the pilot project the caseworker consulted with the teachers abOut thirteen children. This number represented
ten per cent of the tbtal n~ber of children in the four kindergarten classes.
Pare~ts of nine of the thirteen C:hildren accepted casework services follo"ring
a conference with the teacher. The principal of the pilot school requested
that his school be selected as one of the school" for an expanded program in
the coming year. ThiS experience qreatly strenqthened our assumptions that
(l) a private social agency could function effectively within a school setting,
(2) significant numbers of children identified by their teachers as requiring
casework services were not receiving them; (3) the school was a valuable
access route to children in need of help; (4) teachers and principals equally
supported and found assistance in a program of case\olork intervention.
FUNDING
Two funding sources for program continuation and expansion were considered.
First of these funding sources was our County Mental Health services program.
This program is funded principally by the California State Department of Mental
Hygiene. Recent mental health legislation mandated contracts between private
agencies and local mental health services which encouraged us to apply to our
state mental health program for funding. The Early Intervention Program was
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submitted and approved by the county's local f1ental Health Advisory Board but
no money \'las appropriated. We competed unsuccessfully with ne"'' community
programs designed to treat the problem of drug abuse and wer~ told that the
Department of Hental Hygiene was not granting additional funds for new programs.
This experience made us conclude that while prevention ,.,as considered the
logical thing to do, acute problems received the most attention.
With local mental health funding not available, we asked the California
Council on Criminal Justice for support. This funding source \'laS interested
in promoting progra~s for delinquency prevention. In September of 1970 the
program was designed and submitted to the California Council on Criminal
Justice. Two basic obstacles had to be overcome before we received approval
for funding in July of 1971 by the California Council on Criminal Justice.
The first obstacle was the requirement of this funding source that the results be demonstrable. The project's duration, a three year maximum, made it
impossible to demonstrate that assisting five, six and seven year old children
did, in fact, prevent delinquency in the teen years. Also some people on the
Council believed the project to be more appropriately funded by Mental Health
sources. We succeeded in persuading the Council that the advantages of the
program outNeighed this obvious limitation. The second obstacle in securing
funding from the California Council on Criminal Justice occurred when, after
obtaining the project's approval, we learned that funds to private agencies
from the Council were exhausted. The o~ly means for securing support lay in
funds allocated to public agcncie~. This required our obtaining authorization
from our County Board of Supervisors for us to execute the grant with their
becoming the applicant. The Board of Supervisors was reluctant, at first, in
setting a precedent for such an action and rightly questioned the risks they
were taki~g i~ entering into such an agreement. The professional reputation
of the agency and the invaluable assistance of a worker in the County 1\d..ministrator's office were sufficient in winn~ng the unanimous support of the
Board of Supervisors for the program.

PART II

DESIGN

PRoJECT OBJBCTIVES
The program, Early Intervention, has the following objectives:

1.

To demonstrate to the community that effective means are available

to identify and assist children needing rehabilitative services

in their very early school years.
2.

To i~cr~ase the number of referrals or children in th~ very early
primary 9rades to appropriate community age ncies for rehabilitativG services
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3.

To modify our present casework methods to include more children in
their early primary grades requiring rehabilitative services in our
social service program.

4.

To modify attitudes of families tot·Jards better follot·T through \·lith
obtaining counseling.

S.

To strengthen the capacity of parents to assist their children in
their emotional gro\•Tth and development.

6.

To better the level of school adjustment of children identified by
their teachers as requiring aid and improvement and referred for
help.

7.

To improve the lines of com.'Tiunication \·Tith ourselves and the schools
and other community agencies whose concern is youth.

METHODS OF H1PLEUENTATION

The methods designed to achieve
following components:

th~

foregoing objectives contained the

1.

Consultation and Referral: Agency casework staff work directly with
the kindergarten and first grade teachers of the selected schools.
Each teacher is assisted by the caseworker to make a survey of the
class to identify troubled children according to behavior and the
severity of this behavior. The class survey form (see Appendix I)
was used for this purpose. The behavior types included in the survey are (1) aggressive or disruptive acting out, (2) acting in,
withdrawn or moody, (3) learning disability, low or non-achievement.
The class survey form was completed during the first month of the
school year. The teacher "·' as then request€d to complete a behavior
ratinq form, AHL (see Appendix II) ,.,hich \vas designed to specify the
kind and degree of behavior exhibited by children about whom the
teacher felt some concern.

2.

Casework With Fa~ilies: After each child was so rated, the casetflorker; in consultation Nith the teacher , decided Nhich children
were most in need of intervention services. Approaches to the family
we:..-~ carefully planned and the teacher v1as assisted iri offering a
preparatory conference to the parents. The purpose of this confer~
ence was to facilitate the referral of the parents to the caseworker
\<.'ho t11ould see them at the school. Casewo:!:"k conferencing '111ith parents
was preceded by classroom observations of the child by the caseworker
and conferencing \".ii th the teacher. Generally the first case,-1ork
interview with the parent ~as held at the school and infrequently
conducted at the parent's home.
The pri me objective of the parent interview was to help the
parents explore the needs of the child as they presented themselves
through observations of the child at the school and the parent's
obs ervation of the child at horne. At an appropriate time the parent
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was asked to complete a behavior rating scale, ~~L · Parent Rating
Form (see Appendix III). Data gathered from this form assisted us
in making comparisons between the child's behavior as observed at
school by the teacher and case~.,.orker and his beh'J.vior at home as
seen by the parents. When further assistance appenred to be indicated, the caseworker shared \·Ti th the parents information relative to existinq testinq, medical or counseling resources in the
community. In some instances parents asked to be seen by the caseworker on a continuing basis. Others went to other community resources such as the County Child Development Clinic ~or medical as
well as psycho-social diagnostic \'IOrk-ups. Some parents refused
further help either for themselves or their children.

'

3.

Parent Education Groups: OUr experience has shown us that many
parents are not ready or willing to undergo individual or family
therapy. \'le felt that many v~ould avail themselves of an educational
experience \'/herein they could have an opportunity to better their
parenting skills. Parent education groups were designed with this
in r.lind. !1. nu.rnber of eight -v1eek workshops on parent education Nere
set up to accommodate up to twenty-four persons in a group. The
workshop included parent-child communication skills and problem
solving skills. One eig:1t week Horkshop -vras conducted at one of
the project schools. The remaining workshops '''ere conducted at
the agency office.

4.

Companion Program: In our design "''e envisioned an older companion
program which would provide indivicu.?.l boys and girls from oneparent homes with a relationship -which -v1as lacking for the child.
This component of the program grew out of our experience which
suggested strongly that '·iholesome sources of identification would
need to be provided for children whose needs \'lere not likely to
be met by their parents. This component of our program relied
upon having acceptable people, college students from a college
work-study progr~~.

s.

Children's Grm1th Groups: Shortly after beginning the program we
recognized quickly that our design, "Vlhich ~·1as primarily school and
parent focus~d, lacked sufficient remedial inputs to serve adequately
the severely troubled children \'lho a arne to our attention. t!Jhile
we had some knowledge of the play therapy model to treat disturbed
children, this technique is very time consuming and expensive . Ne
decided to eltped.merit with a ne"Vt model '"~hich would treat children
with severe learning problems in small groups. We wondered if
teachers with primary grade skills could effectively create and
lead such groups. We c hallenged a number of teachers to use their
skills to create group activities which would have the following
objectives~

a.

Increase trust in the child's relationship with adults.

b.

Increase the child's ability to observe himself and
others.
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c.

Increase the child's awareness of feelings; their impact
on self and others.

d.

Increase the child's ability to conform to normal classroom expectations.

e.

Enhance the child's feelings of self-worth.

6.

Staffing: The project was directed by the Executive of the agency
who devoted half of his time to administering the project. In addition the project staff was comprised of three full-time professional
caseworkers, one of who~ was designated project coordinator. This
person, in addition to his coordinating function, performed casework
services in one of the schools selected. Complementing the fulltime casework staff was one part-time bilingual caseHorker who
worked primarily with Spanish-speaking families. Five teachers on
a part-time basis t·JOrked Nith t•:1o small groups of children with
learning disabilities. One part-time school psychologist filled
the role of research consultant.

7.

School Selection: In concert with the psycholoqical services departments of the major school districts and school superintendents,
., a total of twelve schools was selected for the project. Two criteria
were used in the school selection. The first of these criteria was
the need for casework services in the particular school and the
second criteria was the extent of the positive motivation of the
school to have these services. Orientation meetings were conducted
with the school principal of each school as \>Tell as the faculty of
all kindergarten and first grade classes. Each of the two full-time
,caseworkers was assigned to four schools. In addition to his other
duties and responsibilities, the project coordinator was assigned to
one school. The total student population of the nine schools consisted of 5,044 children. The program involved working with nine
principals, eight school psychologists, forty-eight teachers with
an approximate kindergarten and first grade population of 1,460
children.

PART III
RESULTS

CONSULTATION AND REFERRAL
Teachers varied in their understanding of the case\ororker 's role. SOI!Ie
assumed that the caseworker would be child-focused and that intervention wotila
mean doing something immediately so that the child behaved more appropriately
in the classroom. Initially much effort on the part of the caseworker was
devoted to a clarification of roles and expectations. Trusting relationships
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had to be established with the school faculty. Teachers foF the most part eagerly
accepted the expanded view of the child which the caseworker was able to offer.
The study diagnosis and treatment process, tools familiar to trained social
workers, became better understood and appreciated by the teachers. Consultation
with teachers frequently included being supportive and offering some concrete
suggestions around specific classroom situations. Sometimes teachers• attitudes
needed influencing in order to enable them to be more understanding and accepting
of some behaviors.
In analyzing the problems of consul tat ion, the case\varkers expressed only
mild problems in dealing with teachers over the need for client-worker confidentiality. We mention this here because literature refers to experiences of
mental health workers in the schools beset by questions from the teachers and
principals "t-7hat did she tell you?" -- that most of the school personnel react
tdth indignation and suspicion ~.rhen privileged information is not shared.!
-Our limited one year experience did not reveal this as a critical problem.
A total of 1,052 consultation hours t\rere spent with teachers and other
school personnel. Our experience with consultation makes us draw the conclusion that consultation provides an access to assist larger n~~ers of
children than could ordinarily - be helped through direct service. We also conclude that regularly scheduled consultation t·lith school faculty is an absolute
necessity. It provides a tool for defining needs and the resources which are
available to meet those needs. We discovered that the process of consultation
not only helped children but also was a great help to the mutual sharing of knowledge and skills. Out of this exposure we developed a mu~h more synpathetic
understanding of the school's problems and appreciation of its aims. We found
we had much to offer each other. ~'Je learned that the schools have an enormous
potential for developing personality. We learned that many teachers have a
good knowledge of the child • s behavior and \>larking skills for dealing \~lith them.
We learned that our knO\tlledge of human grotvth and development, the influence
of emotional factors and knowledge of inter-personal processes are complimentary
to ,and very eagerly received by the school setting.
The teachers referred a total of 162 families to the case\'larkers for the
scheduling of casework intervie\'TS. The parents of 118 of these children
foll0"1ed through \'lith at least one intervie~·r with the case\"orker. The following
table is descriptive of the 118 families referred to the case\<Torkers by the
teachers:

!Quentin Rae-Grant & Lorene A. Stringer, Mental Health Programs in Schools,
MENTM. HEJ\LTH 1\ND THE COl1MUNITY (1969)
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APPENDIX D

In the course of my interview with pa rents and persons in agencies, the Police and Probation Departmen ts ha ve often been seen as
uncoordinated services.

The following proposal for the Cooperative

Community-Based Police/Probation Service Program is the first documented
effort to coordinate the two services.

A copy of the complete proposal

is available through the San Joaquin County Probation Department .

COOPEP..ATI'/E CO}.f\:UNITY -Bf,SLD POLl CE/PTWBATION

SERVICE PROGRAM

Submitted For Usc of Supplemental
Subsidy Funds

Provided By AD 368

Applicant
Probation Department
County of San Joaquin
William L. Jones
Chief Probation Officer

1.

TITLE OF PROJECT
Cooper3tive Community -base d Police/Prob ation Se rvic e
Program - San Jo aqu in County - and th 0 ci tics of Lo(li,
Hantcca, and Tra.cy, California.

2.

APPLICANT*
Probation Department, County of Snn Joaquin
William L. Jones, Chief Pr obation Officer
Stockton, California 952 0 2

3.

PROJECT DIRECTOR
William . L. Jones., Chief Probation Officer
222 East Weber, Room ,, SOl .
Stockton, California 95202

- 4.

FINANCIAL OFFICER

F. Perro t t - Auditor-Controller
222 East Weber, Room 101

Stockton, California 95202
5.

MAILING ADDRESS

William L. Jones, Chief Probation Officer
222 East Weber, Room SOl
St ockton, California 95202

6.

DURATION OF PROJECT
September lf 1973 to August 31, 1974

7.

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS
$59,750.00

See attached budget

*

Contract for Probation Subsidy Research Projedt is
on file with the Director of the Youth Authority.

'I.

•

-

8.

PROGRAH PLAN

PROJECT SUH?-r!ARY
Deve~opment

of a Delinquency Prevention and Juvenile

treatment program to be provided at the local level
with the coordinated efforts of the San Joaquin
County Probation Department and the Police Departments
of the cities of Lodi, Manteca, and Tracy; providing
additional police personnel assigned to juvenile
services; assigning resident probation officers in
three communities not presently receiving that
service.

Planning should be partially completed by the
September 1, 1973 starting date.

Aside from those

preliminary moves, the project will begin at ground

zero.

BAC KGROUND Of THE PROBLEM:
San Jo aquin County has tr adi tionall y been
domi na ted, in the delive ry of s e rvices, by
its princip a l city, Stockton.

Residents of '

Stockton, 117,900 in number, ma ke up some 39%
of th e county's po pulation of 305,100.

It is the

county seat and the location of most of the headquarter's offices of the coun.,ty gover-r.me:c.t sponsored services;
The county also boasts five other incorporated
areas.

These are the cities of Lodi 30,200,

Manteca 16,300, Tracy 15,050, Ripon 2,780, and
and Escalon 2,480.
of Stockton.

Lodi is located 14 miles north

The other ci ties are loc a te d to the

south; Manteca 13 miles, Tracy 20 miles, Ripon 20
mil e s and Escalon 21 miles.
Prob a tion services are currently ext e nded from the
courthouse hased off i ce in St ockton.

Both Probation

Sup e rvision and Special Superv i sion (St a te Subsidy)
off i cers a r e a ss1g n ed c as es in the outlying communities.

They vi s it clients in thei r homes and in

local schools.
in Stockton.

Of fice i ntervic1vs are normally held

JuveniJ c Int ake an d Court Investigation services are
both prov ided only in th e Stockton office.
As

e:

r es ult, early int ervention ancl cr is e s coun -

sellin g services in the sma ll er citi e s ha ve b een
provided by local police age ncies, not by probation staff.
The cities of Ripon and Esca lon are sm a ll.

Tracy,

Manteca, and Lodi are consider e d of moderate size.
It is the plight of such cities that the budget
for police services is not great and that only a
minor portion of that budget can be designated for
juvenile services.

A much smaller sum is ava ilable

~revention

. for delinquency

and community youth pr_ogram

development.
Seve r al factors tl en, combine to put the greater
burden \<then the res·ources are least available.
The program proposed here is an attempt to join
the services of the County Probation Department
~nd

three Police

Dep~rtments

from bases of

operations within the cities, to focus on the
development of

co~nunity

projects and on meeting

the emergent needs of local youth and their parents.
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APPROACH TO SOLVING TflE PROBLEH:
Each of thr ee city police

dcp a~ tments,

Lodi, Manteca,

and Tracy, have off ered to provide space for three
officers in or near their resp2ctive po lice facilities.
This space would house two (2) probation officers and
one (1) police officer.
The salaries and supportive services of the Probation
staff will be budgeted through Pr oba tion.

The police

officer's salary and a mid-sized automobile and necessary office equipment and

s~pplies

for each area would

be provided through grants under this statute.

Suppor-

tive services would be provided by the police agency.
Beginning September 1, 1973, a Probation Officer II
from Regular Services and a Probation Officer III from
Special Services together with their assigned cases,
will join a juvenile officer in each of the three jurisdictions.

They will be charged by their respective

chiefs to maintain an active supervision program with
the cases assigned . to them and at the same time to
develop a comprehensive progr am of youth services which
speaks to the needs of their city.

.PROJECT

OBJECTIVES~

To attain, throu gh cooperation
1.

Improved communication b e t1veen Pr obation
and Police.

2. ·

Increased particip a tion by Police and
Probation personnel in community activities.

3.

Increased resources for delinquency
prevention at the local level.

4.

Increased citizen participation in the
Criminal Justice System .

.5.

Increased crisis intervention services.

6.

Decreased numbers of minors detained at
Juvenile Hall.

7.

Decreased formal applications for
petitions to the Juvenile Court.

Each team ~ill be expected to survey the needs of their
community and to set goals within the first 90 days.

The

extent to which these goals are ·realized will be a further
measure of project success.

RESULT S TO BE AC III EVED
Measures of Effectivene ss
1.

Improved communication between Probation and
Po lice.
Measurement:

Evaluation by a ssigned supervisors

o f both departments.

Shou ld ou t line pr oblem

ar eas and solutions found .
2.

Increased p art icip at ion by Police and Probation
personnel in communit y activities.
Measurement:

Compilation of the contacts made

by team personnel or generated by them.
Comparison with contacts re cor ded for the like
period the previous year.
3.

Increased resources for delinqu ency prevention
at the local level.
Meas urement:

Team to survey ar e a for prevention

s e rvices du r ing first n inety day s .

Compile

roster of servi ces at p r oj e ct completion and
compare difference.

4.

Increased citizen parti cipat i on in the
Criminal Jus tice System.

•

Measurement:

l~cport

tl1c increase or decrease

in the number of indiv idua ls, or ganiza tions,
and businesses vo lunt eering services to Police,
Probation or combined program s.
5.

Inc rea sed crisis intervention services.
Measure1nent:

Comp are number of local commun-

ity cont acts for proj e ct period with like
period in t h e previous year.
6.

Decreased number of minors detained at
Juvenile Hall.
Measurement:

Compar e Juvenile Hall statis-

tical reports for project year and previous
year.
7.

De~reased

formal applications for petitions

to the Juvenile Court.
Measurement:

Compare Probation Department

statistical reports for project year and
previous year.
Bach team will set goals for the year after surveying the
needs of their commuhity.

The ext ent (percent) to which

these goals are realized will b e computed.
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